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Introduction
Everyday Heroes is first and foremost a game inspired by
action cinema and other thrilling tales of adventure from
comics, books, and our own imaginations. The setting for
Everyday Heroes is the world we all live in, though with
plenty of space for you to imagine whatever differences
make exciting opportunities for adventure. Whether you
want to experience a gritty story of heroism torn from
today’s headlines, recreate a favorite movie franchise, or
throw modern day heroes into adventures in far-away times
and places, Everyday Heroes can get you there!
The rules of our game are here to give you a framework to
build on. Everyday Heroes has enough rules to make combat
a tactical challenge, but enough flexibility to allow for strong
storytelling in firefights, car chases, and any other action
scene you can imagine. Everyday Heroes is here to inspire
you and to make the act of bringing stories to life simple and
fun for everyone.
So fasten your seatbelt, check your magazine, and get ready
for action, adventure, and other memorable moments with
Everyday Heroes!

About The Quickstart Edition
This special quickstart edition has been designed to let you
jump into Everyday Heroes and start playing immediately.
Fundamentally, it’s the same game as you will find in the
full Everyday Heroes rule book, just trimmed down. The full
version greatly expands the options for play, and includes
lots of extra materials for building characters and creating
campaigns to play in.
Some small details may change from this Quickstart Edition
to the Everyday Heroes core rules. As this guide is being
written, Everyday Heroes is still in playtest, putting finishing
touches on the system, and balancing the classes.
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Role Playing
Introduction
This section is for those of you new to roleplaying. On behalf of Evil Genius Games and
Role-Players the world over: “Welcome to
the party!”
Role-playing games (RPGs) are about
imagining awesome stories and adventures
where you and your friends are the story’s
protagonists. Every game has a Game
Master and one or more Players. The
Game Master’s role is to set the stage for
adventure, providing the plot, adjudicating
the rules, and generally helping everyone
have a grand time. Each player’s role is
that of a Hero in the story. As the Game
Master describes where they are and what
is happening, they choose what they will do
and how they will do it.
Players can choose from heroes already
created for an adventure, or better yet, they
can create their own heroes. You can play
yourself, a famous character from a movie,
or someone totally unique, born from your
imagination.
The game rules exist to represent a
random element of fate in the story. They
are used primarily when heroes get into a
fight of some kind, or when they are doing
something risky or dangerous. This random
element helps keep conflict feeling fair
and provides unexpected moments for the
Game Master and players to react to.
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Example of Role Playing
Five friends are gathered around a dining
room table . They have a few game books,
some dice, snacks, drinks, and other gaming
staples. Emma is the Game Master, and her 4
friends are each playing a hero they made.
The adventure story is about a group of
private investigators looking into insurance
fraud, and possibly murder.
Game Master Emma: You’ve arrived outside
the shipping warehouse sometime around 1am.
There are lights around the perimeter of the
building and a few cars parked in the lot nearby,
but you see no other signs of activity. What are
you going to do?
Danny: I think we should spend some time
watching the place, see if there are any guards.
Susan: OK, but I think we should be quick
about it. The longer we are here, the more likely
someone will come by.
Jen: I’ve got night-vision goggles, so I put those
on and look around carefully. It’s got a zoom
lens too, does that help?
GM Emma: Sure Jen, that gives you advantage
on perception in this situation. Give me a
Wisdom (Perception) Check.
Jen: Ok, (Jen rolls two d20 dice, takes the better
roll and adds her perception bonus), I got a 22.
GM Emma: Nice, ok. As you scan the building
carefully, you don’t see any people, but there is
a dog sleeping near the doors to the warehouse,
tethered to the railing. It looks like it might be
asleep, but it’s hard to tell.
Brian: What kind of dog?
GM Emma: It’s got short black fur, and it’s
pretty big. Beyond that, it’s hard to tell.
Brian: I brought my hunting rifle and a silencer,
I could…
Susan: No! There is no way we are shooting any
dogs Brian, just no!
Brian: Fine, but we’ll need to think of
something, that dog could make all kinds of
noise.
Jen: I think I’ve got a plan...

As you can see, typical roleplay is a sort of
conversation. The Game Master sets the
scene, the players describe their actions, and
the GM describes what happens as a result.
When some element of chance, skill, or luck is
needed, dice are rolled to see if the outcome is
a success or not. Once you start playing, it all
starts to feel pretty natural. If you want to see
Everyday Heroes in action, search for live-play
videos! Just remember, there is no one right or
wrong way to play, what matters most is if you
are having fun.

Character Creation
Making a hero to play is one of the joys of
any game. We’ve done our best to make
the rules flexible enough to play a huge
variety of modern action heroes. You can
recreate your favorite action heroes from
the movies, re-imagine yourself as an action
hero, or invent a new hero from your raw
imagination. You may have a grand vision,
just a core idea, or maybe just a name in
mind. Whatever the case may be, we can
help you bring your idea to life within the
rules for Everyday Heroes.
This quickstart guide only has a small
fraction of the choices from the core rules
but it should give you a good feel for the
game and give you the tools to make some
pretty cool and diverse heroes to play with.
The included quickstart adventure is about
a diverse group of international military
volunteers on a covert mission. We’ve
selected class options with that type of
team in mind.
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How to Make a Hero
For the Quickstart, we recommend you first
consider the four classes we have included,
think about which one sounds cool and
matches your playstyle, then proceed
through the 5 steps of making a hero. Here
are the four classes included.
• The Strong Brute. The brute likes
to fight with their fists or use their
environment as a weapon.
• The Tough Commando. The
Commando is a tough and versatile hero
that specializes in military weapons.
• The Smart Mastermind. The
mastermind uses their genius to carry
out complex plans to aid allies and
ensnare enemies.
• The Wise Sleuth. The sleuth uses
intuition to get the better of foes and has
access to a wide range of useful skills.
5

The 5 Steps to
Making a Hero
Step 1: Ability Scores
Here you will choose values for the 6 ability
scores that every hero has. We can give you
some recommendations, but the choice is
yours.

1. Ability Scores
Your ability scores represent your innate
talents and abilities; the higher they are,
the better. Each ability score is assigned a
value between 8 and 20. Level 1 heroes will
typically have ability scores in the range of
8 to 17. Ability scores are very important in
Everyday Heroes as they can modify nearly
every die roll you make in the game!

Step 2: Background
Every hero has a background that further
improves your ability scores and offers other
helpful features. You will also select a native
and second language here.

• Strength. Physical power and might

Step 3: Profession

• Constitution. Physical health and
endurance

• Dexterity. Ability to move gracefully

Professions give heroes lots of benefits:
ability score increases, proficiencies in
equipment and skills, an income, and other
unique bonuses. You will also record your
ability score bonuses after you make your
choice here.

• Intelligence. Reasoning ability and wits

Step 4: Class

What ability scores
are best?

Picking a class is a big decision for a hero.
It details a hero’s specialties in overcoming
challenges, both on and off the battlefield.

Step 5: Finishing Touches
In addition to filling out some final details
on the character sheet, here is where you
can bring your hero to life with details about
their personality, history, appearance, and
style.
Grab a character sheet or a notepad and
let’s get started!

6

ABilities

• Wisdom. Intuitive understanding and
spiritualism
• Charisma. Personal magnetism and ego

Every ability score is good in Everyday
Heroes but generally, your highest score
should match the Base Class for your hero.
Beyond that, Constitution is always nice
for extra hit points. Strength is good for
melee combat and Dexterity is good for
ranged combat. Wisdom, Intelligence, and
Charisma are great for a skills focused hero.
The following table gives you a reference for
the ability scores we recommend for the 4
classes we have included in this quickstart.
But feel free to get creative!
everyday heroes™ | Quickstart Guide

Ability Scores by class
Base Class

Class

Key Ability Scores

Also Useful

Strong
Tough
Smart
Wise

Brute
Commando
Mastermind
Sleuth

Strength
Constitution, Dexterity
Intelligence
Wisdom

Constitution
Strength
Constitution, Charisma
Constitution, Charisma

Determine Ability Scores
In the full game Everyday Heroes offers
multiple methods to determine ability
scores, but for the Quickstart we are using
the Standard Set method.

Standard Array
Assign scores to your abilities any way you
choose from the following standard set: 15,
14, 13, 12, 10, 8.

Increasing Ability Scores
While making your hero, you will have
two opportunities to raise your ability
scores: Background and Profession. Some
professions will tell you which ability
score(s) to raise, others will give you some
choice. During the profession step, you can
only increase any given ability score by +1.
At higher levels you can increase your ability
scores using the Ability Score Training feat.

Ability Modifiers
Your ability scores determine your ability
score modifiers. This is the number you
Quickstart Guide | everyday heroes™

actually add to your d20 rolls when you
attack, make ability checks, and saving
throws. We aren’t going to record those yet
because your ability scores are not quite
finished yet.

2. Backgrounds
Your background represents an important
element of how you grew up, but it does not
necessarily determine who you are today.
You could have grown up as a penniless
orphan and became a powerful business
mogul, but it remains a strong influence on
your personal identity.
From a game mechanics perspective,
backgrounds can help you round out your
hero with an additional ability score increase
and a useful proficiency. From a role-playing
perspective, they are here to spark your
imagination and offer an element to build
your hero’s backstory with.
We have chosen four backgrounds that
complement the classes in the quickstart
guide and the quickstart adventure. You are
free to mix and match which hero has which
background. The Everyday Heroes core
7

rulebook will contain more than 20 unique
backgrounds.
Choose one background when making a
hero.

Languages
You can choose two languages to start with:
a native language you grew up with, and
another you learned during the course of
your life. You can learn additional languages
through backgrounds, feats, professions,
and classes. You can also learn languages in
play at the GM’s discretion.

List of Backgrounds
Amnesia / Person of Mystery 
Your background is a mystery, even to
you. You have no official records and what
recollections you do have are dim. It’s not a
topic you feel comfortable discussing with
others.
Ability Adjustment: +1 to Ability score of
your choice (maximum of 20)
Iconic Equipment: A mysterious pendant
Proficiency: To be determined
Language: To be determined
It’s Coming Back to Me.
• At any point during play, you can decide
what single skill proficiency you learned
in your mysterious past. Once the choice
is made, it is permanent.
• At any point during play, you can decide
what single language you learned in
your mysterious past. Once the choice is
made, it is permanent.

Bookworm 
You loved books and spent nearly all your
free time reading as a child. In addition to
many wonderful stories, you have learned a
lot of practical knowledge as well.
Ability Adjustment: Choose one (+1
Intelligence or +1 Wisdom) (maximum of 20)
Iconic Equipment: a 1st edition or a rare
book, a tasteful bookmark
Proficiency: Choose one (Natural Sciences
or Social Sciences)
Language: Choose one additional language.
Have You Ever Read. You can use your
proficiency bonus to any ability check to
recall knowledge regarding authors and
literature.

Rural Family 
You grew up among the salt of the earth.
Not only did you learn the value of hard
work, you also gained many practical skills.
Ability Adjustment: Choose one (+1
Strength or +1 Constitution) (maximum of
20)
Iconic Equipment: Your family’s old pickup
truck “she still runs great”
Proficiencies: Basic Equipment, Survival,
and Mechanics

Survivor of Tragedy 
A horrible thing happened to you when you
were young. It’s an event that has left you
emotionally scarred, but ultimately stronger
and wiser.
Ability Adjustment: Choose one (+1
Constitution or +1 Wisdom) (maximum of 20)
Iconic Equipment: A memento from your

8
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tragic past that gives you hope
Proficiency: Choose one (Endurance or
Insight)
True Survivor. You only need two successful
death saving throws to stabilize.

3. Professions
Being a hero isn’t always the most financially
rewarding work, that’s why most have a
day job. Your choice of profession offers a
range of ability bonuses, proficiencies, and
special talents. Professions are very useful
for getting extra skill proficiencies and
rounding out your ability scores. Some also
offer weapon proficiencies which can be
useful for heroes with less combat-oriented
classes. Of course, it’s also a good idea to
just choose the one that fits the role-playing
concept you have in mind.
We’ve selected four professions for the
quickstart guide that match the tone and
setting of the quickstart adventure. The
Everyday Heroes core rules contains more
than 20 profession categories covering
a wide range of jobs. It even includes
guidelines for building new professions.

Sample Professions: Spy, Field Operative,
Secret Agent, Diplomatic Attaché, Just a
Harmless Tourist
Ability Adjustment: Choose one (+1
Dexterity or +1 Intelligence) (maximum of
20)
Proficiency: Basic Equipment, Advanced
Equipment, Deception, Security, Stealth,
and Choose one (Athletics or Acrobatics)
Language. Choose a foreign language
Safe House. While employed by the agency,
you have access to a level 3 safehouse
somewhere in the city. This safehouse serves
as a safe haven that no one else knows
about and can be used for a long rest. (See
Equipment for details on safe houses.)

Intelligence 
You work for a government intelligence
agency or private security firm, collecting
and analyzing actionable intelligence for
your employer.
Sample professions: Handler, Analyst,
Operations Officer, Cryptographer, Profiler,
Counterterrorism

Choose one profession when making a hero.

Ability Adjustment: +1 Intelligence, and +1
to two other different ability scores of your
choice (maximum of 20)

List of Professions

Language: Choose one additional language.

Field Agent 
You work as a clandestine field agent. While
most of your work is collecting intelligence
through contacts you make, there are times
when you must put your life on the line for
the sake of your country.
Quickstart Guide | everyday heroes™

Proficiency: Computers and Investigation
That’s Need to Know. Your extensive access
to classified government data gives you
advantage on Intelligence (Investigation)
checks made to gather information about
people and organizations.
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Journalism 
You are dedicated to discovering the truth,
and then writing an engaging report about it.
It’s a great career for a hero as you are often
discovering nefarious deeds, injustices, and
people who just need some help.
Sample Professions: Journalist, Blogger,
News Anchor, Paparazzi, Reporter, Weather
Person
Ability Adjustments: +1 Wisdom, and +1
to two other different ability scores of your
choice (maximum 20)
Proficiencies: Insight, Investigation, and
Streetwise
Language: Choose one additional language.
I’m With the Press. You gain advantage
on Charisma (Persuasion) checks made to
convince people to talk with you and answer
basic questions. Your credentials may also
allow you to get into some off-limit areas.

Military 
You are a proud member of the national
armed forces. While you are trained for
fighting, career military members learn
a range of useful skills. Where many are
concerned, your job alone makes you a hero.
Sample Professions: Enlisted soldier,
Officer, Pilot, Seaman, Army Ranger, Navy
Seal, Green Berets, Night Stalkers, Air Force
Special Tactics
Ability Adjustment: +1 Strength and +1
Constitution (maximum of 20)
Proficiency: Basic Equipment, Advanced
Equipment, Military Equipment, Athletics,
Perception, and Stealth

10

Servicemember.
You gain the following benefits:
• When on mission or on base, you have
access to military weapons, vehicles,
and equipment. This includes the
weapons and armor in your Iconic
Equipment.
• You can travel for free to many
destinations, provided you are traveling
alone.
• You receive room and board while living
on base.

Record Your Ability
Modifiers Now
Since you are finished adjusting your ability
scores, you can record your final ability score
modifiers now. This will be helpful as some
of the class talents you get next are based
on your ability modifiers.

Ability Modifiers
Score

Modifier

8-9

-1

10-11

0

12-13

+1

14-15

+2

16-17

+3

18-19

+4

20

+5

4. Classes
The full version of Everyday Heroes includes 6 base classes
and more than 16 classes. Base classes: Strong, Agile, Tough,
Smart, Wise, and Charming form a foundation, while classes
such as Bodyguard, Marksman, Hacker, Fencer, Martial
Artist, and many more give a character their specialization.
For the Quickstart, we have combined four base classes and
classes together: Strong/Brute, Tough/Commando, Smart/
Mastermind, and Wise/Sleuth. These four form a great team
with a range of specialties and playstyles.
For the Quickstart, these heroes can go up to level 5, but in
the core rules all the classes have 10 levels available.

Hero Level
Hero Level represents a rough sense of how experienced
and powerful a hero is. All heroes are first created at level 1.
The maximum hero level in Everyday Heroes is 10. Levels are
gained when heroes reach Milestones in the story. For the
quickstart adventure, you should start with a level 1 hero. After
the adventure you can level up and get new feats and talents.

Strong | Brute
You read a lot of comics as a kid, and it
shows in your approach to a fight. With fists
like hammers and the ability to turn nearly
anything into a deadly weapon, you are
the definition of dangerous. “If brute force
ain’t workin, yer not using enough!”
The brute charges into melee combat,
hitting hard and destroying everything
in their path. They hit harder using
improvised weapons but fighting unarmed
gives them more opportunities to land a
devastating blow by using the off-hand
bonus attack option.
Hit Die: d10
Starting Maximum Hit Dice: 1d10
Starting Maximum Hit Points:
10 + Constitution Modifier
Defense (Meat Shield): 10 +
Strength Modifier + Defense Bonus

Proficiencies
• Saves: Strength, Constitution
• Skills: Choose two (Acrobatics,
Athletics, Endurance, Intimidation,
Mechanics, or Streetwise)
• Equipment: Basic and Improvised

12
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Leveling Up
Level
1
2
3
4
5

Talents
Crush, Hurl, Power Attack, Smash
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat,
Reckless Attack
Barrel Down
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat
Haymaker, Improved Power Attack, Bits and Pieces

Crush.

Smash Proficiency
Bonus
1d6
+2

Defense
Bonus
+1

1d6

+2

+1

2d6
2d6
3d6

+2
+2
+3

+2
+2
+2

Granted at level 1. You have
advantage on any Strength check you make
in order to break an object. In addition, your
melee attacks have +1 Penetration Value.

foes attacking you have advantage on their
attack rolls. This lasts until the start of your
next turn.

Hurl. Granted at level 1. Double the range

bonus action, you can move up to your speed
but you must move towards an enemy. If
there are no enemies present, you may move
towards an obviously dangerous situation
instead.

of any thrown weapon you attack with.

Power Attack. Granted at level 1. Before

making a melee attack, you may take a
-5 penalty to the attack roll to receive a +5
bonus to the damage roll. You cannot use
power attack if the attack was made as part
of a bonus action or reaction.

Smash.

Granted at level 1. Once during
your turn, when you hit an enemy with an
attack with a melee or thrown weapon, you
can choose to deal an additional 1d6 damage.
If you do, and you did not attack unarmed,
the weapon is destroyed. You can’t use this
talent with explosives attacks.
The amount of the extra damage increases as
you gain levels in this class, as shown in the
Smash column of the Brute table.

Reckless Attack. Granted at level 2.

Before making an attack, you can declare you
are being reckless. You gain advantage on all
melee and thrown weapon attack rolls but all

Barrel Down. Granted at level 3. As a

Bits & Pieces.

Granted at level 5.
Immediately after you use your Smash
talent during a melee attack and break the
weapon, you can use your bonus action
to make an additional attack using the
destroyed pieces of the weapon. The pieces
are an improvised weapon that deal 1d4
piercing damage and are also destroyed
after the attack.

Haymaker. Granted at level 5. When you

use your Smash ability as part of an unarmed
attack, you deal an additional 2d6 damage.

Improved Power Attack. Granted

at level 5. When you use your Power Attack
talent, the bonus to damage becomes +10
instead of +5.
13

Tough | Commando
You are the consummate warrior; dangerous
with any weapon and trained to survive
every circumstance. You are ready for
whatever the enemy has to throw at you.
The only thing you might be unprepared
for is peace. “I have come here to chew
bubblegum and kick ass. And I’m all out of
bubblegum.”
The Commando is an all-around combat
hero that offers a great blend of defense and
offense. Unlike the other tough heroes, they
can’t protect their allies, but they are very
versatile and can use nearly any weapon.
You might consider specializing in Dexterity
if you want to lean into offensive strategies.
Hit Die: d12
Starting Maximum Hit Dice: 1d12
Starting Maximum Hit Points:
12 + Constitution Modifier
Defense (Thick Skinned): 10
+ ( Constitution or Dexterity )
Modifier + Defense Bonus

Proficiencies
• Saves: Strength and Constitution
• Skills: Choose two (Athletics, Driving/
Piloting, Endurance, Mechanics,
Persuasion, Streetwise, or Survival)
• Equipment: Basic, Advanced, and
Military

14
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Leveling Up
Level
1
2
3
4
5

Talents
Payback, Second Wind
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat, Extreme Effort
Defensive Fighting, Grenadier
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat
Extra Attack

Payback. Granted at level 1. Once during
your turn, when you attack an enemy that
has damaged you since the end of your last
turn, you gain a +2 bonus on the attack roll.

Second Wind. Granted at level 1. As a
bonus action, you can recover 1d10 + your
level hit points. Once you do, you cannot do
so again until you finish a short or long rest.

Extreme Effort. Granted at level 2. By

pushing yourself to the limit, you can take
an additional action during your turn. You
can do this only once before you finish a
short or long rest.

Proficiency
Bonus
+2
+2
+2
+2
+3

Defense
Bonus
+2
+2
+2
+2
+3

Defensive Fighting. Granted at level
3. You gain a +1 bonus to your Defense.

Grenadier. Granted at level 3. You can

draw, arm, and throw a grenade as a bonus
action with one hand.

Extra Attack. Granted at level 5. Once
during your turn, when you take the Attack
action, you can make two attacks as part of
that action.

Smart | Mastermind
You are always at least one step ahead
of your enemies, plotting, scheming, and
planning your next masterstroke. Your allies
also benefit from your genius as well. If only
you could find someone to truly challenge
you. “All according to plan…”
Mastermind’s plans typically involve plans
that were in theory enacted in the past but
are only revealed in the present moment.
The mastermind is very powerful outside
of combat with the ability to short cut very
difficult challenges. In combat however,
they are rather weak and vulnerable.
Hit Die: d6
Starting Maximum Hit Dice: 1d6
Starting Maximum Hit Points:
6 + Constitution Modifier
Defense (Superior Tactics): 10 +
Intelligence Modifier + Defense Bonus

Proficiencies
• Saves: Intelligence and Wisdom
• Skills: Choose Four (Computers,
Deception, Insight, Investigation,
Medicine, Natural Sciences, Perception,
Persuasion, Security, Social Sciences, or
Streetwise)
• Equipment: Basic
• Expertise: Choose two (Computers,
Deception, Insight, Investigation, Perception,
Persuasion, Security, Social Sciences, or
Streetwise). You must be proficient in a skill
to take expertise in that skill.
16
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Leveling Up
Level
1
2
3
4
5

Talents
Genius, Know-It-All, You’re Doing It Wrong
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat,
Mental Refresh, Mind over Matter
Plans Improve
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat
Plans Improve

Genius. Granted at level 1. Your incredible
Genius allows you to devise and enact
cunning plans that can accomplish what
seems impossible until you explain just how
they came to fruition.
You have a limited number of plans at your
disposal. The total number is:

• Intelligence modifier (minimum 1) + 1/2½
Hero Level (rounded down)

Select a set of plans equal to the total above
from the plans list. As your maximum number
of plans grows, due to your intelligence or
level, you can select additional plans for your
list. These selections are semi-permanent.
When you gain a level, you can decide to
exchange one you know for one you don’t.
You can enact any plan you know by
spending 1 Genius. The Smart Hero table
shows how much Genius you have based on
your level. Genius recharges when you finish
a long rest. Provided you have Genius, you
can use any of your plans without restriction.
The effect of each plan, as well as the action
you must take to enact it, is included in the
plan’s individual description. If a plan calls for a
saving throw, the save DC is always 8 + your
Intelligence modifier + your proficiency bonus.
This is called your “plan DC.”

Proficiency
Bonus
+2

Defense
Bonus
+0

Genius

+2

+0

3

+2

+0
+0
+1

4
4
5

+2
+3

2

Many plans grow in power as you gain more
levels. Each plan describes how it improves,
and these enhancements are cumulative
unless otherwise noted. Note that heroes
multiclassing into Smart Hero have a cap on
the level of effect they can access.
In Everyday Heroes core rules, each type
of hero has their own set of plans as well as
shared plans. For the quickstart guide, we
offer a smaller mix of the Mastermind and
Smart hero plans.

Know-It-All.

Granted at level 1. You
have advantage on all ability checks to recall
information.

You’re Doing It Wrong. Granted at

level 1. When an ally that can see and hear
you misses with an attack, you can use your
reaction to instruct them on the proper
technique, allowing them to re-roll the
attack.

Mental Refresh. Granted at level 2. When

you take a short rest, you can refresh your
mind with a nice snack, a power nap, and/or
some light reading. You regain 1 Genius point
when you finish that rest. You can do this only
once before you finish a long rest.
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Mind over Matter.
Granted at level 2. You can treat Constitution
saves as Intelligence saves.

The Plans
Expect the Unexpected 
When you enact this plan as an action, you prepare
yourself for every form of attack. Until you finish a
short or long rest, you can use +3 as your defense
bonus when calculating your Defense.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 5th Level: The bonus becomes +4. While this
plan is active, you can add this bonus to any
Strength or Dexterity saving throw you make.

I Had It Poisoned 
Thanks to your brilliant foresight and schemes, this
plan can be enacted as a reaction when one of the
following occurs:
• When you or an ally you can see makes a successful
attack with a weapon that does piercing or slashing
damage to a target.
• After someone in the same room as you eats
something, drinks something, or is given medical
treatment.
When you enact this plan, choose one of the
following poisons.
• Common Snake Venom. The target must make a
Constitution saving throw, suffering 3d6 poison
damage on a failed save, and half as much on a
successful one.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 3rd Level: You can choose one of the
following poisons instead:
 Rare Hallucinogens. The target must make
a Constitution saving throw or be Blinded for 1
minute. The target can repeat the save at the
end of each of its turns, ending the effect on a
success.
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• At 5th Level: You can choose one of the
following poisons instead:
Rare Snake Venom. The target must make
a Constitution saving throw, suffering 6d6
poison damage on a failed save, and half as
much on a successful one.

I Have The Perfect Disguise 
When you enact this plan as an action, you can
reveal a disguise you have prepared for the occasion.
This disguise makes you look almost identical to
another person you have seen. The disguise can
include facial prosthetics, a realistic wig, skin tone
adjustments, and anything else required to mimic
the chosen person. It can include any normal
clothing or uniform, but any identification or badge
does not hold up to more than cursory scrutiny.
You can make yourself appear up to 3 inches taller
or shorter, and up to 25% lighter or heavier, but
this does not hold up to any measurements. The
disguise is purely visual; you can’t change your
voice.
You have advantage on Charisma (Deception) checks
to pretend to be the person you are disguised as, as
long as the target can see you.
To discern that the disguise is fake, someone must use
their action to inspect your appearance and make an
Intelligence (Investigation) check against your plan
DC. If they succeed, they see through the disguise. If
they fail, they cannot try again for this disguise.
The disguise lasts for 1 hour before pieces begin
falling off and breaking apart, at which point it no
longer functions.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 3rd Level: You can add a voice modulator to
your disguise, allowing you to mimic the chosen
person’s voice. You have advantage on Charisma
(Deception) checks to pretend to be the person
you are disguised as if the target can hear or
see you. In addition, the disguise can make you
appear to be up to 1 foot taller or shorter, and up
to 50% lighter or heavier, which holds up to basic
measurements, but not medical exams.
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• At 5th Level: You can target up to 2 allies within
30 feet of you instead of yourself, or yourself and
one ally within 30 feet, giving a unique disguise
to each.

I Lured You Into Danger 
You can enact this plan as a reaction when an enemy
moves closer to you, within 30 feet, causing the
enemy to stumble into a cleaning cart, trip over a
mop, get their foot stuck in a loose floorboard, etc.
That enemy must make a Dexterity saving throw,
taking 2d6 bludgeoning damage on a failed save,
or half as much on a successful one. In addition,
on a failed save, the target falls prone, and its
movement speed is reduced to 0 until the end of its
turn, ending its movement.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 3rd Level: The damage becomes 3d6.
• At 5th Level: The damage becomes 5d6.

Perfect Position 
When you enact this plan as a bonus action, you and
each ally that can see or hear you can immediately
move up to their movement speed. Opportunity
attacks made in reaction to this movement are
made at disadvantage.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 5th Level: Each affected hero can move up to
their movement speed as a bonus action during
each of their turns for the next minute. Opportunity
attacks made in reaction to this movement are
made at disadvantage.

The Right Tool 
When you enact this plan as an object interaction,
you produce the perfect tool for the task at hand;
you either brought it with you, had it brought to
you, or knew just where to find it. The tool can be
any piece of equipment that you can carry and
afford. If it is a weapon, it is fully loaded.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 3rd Level: You can produce up to 2 pieces of
equipment.
• At 5th Level: You can produce up to 3 pieces of
equipment.

Slippery Surface 
When you enact this plan as an action, you slick a
10-foot square surface within 60 feet with oil, ice,
marbles, or some other slippery substance. The
area becomes difficult terrain. Each combatant
standing in the area must succeed on a Dexterity
saving throw or fall prone. A combatant that enters
the area or ends its turn there must also succeed on
a Dexterity saving throw or fall prone. This effect
lasts for 1 minute.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 5th Level: You can increase the area to a 20foot square. Your allies are not affected by the
surface thanks to what you did to their shoes.

They’ll Never See Us Coming 
When you enact this plan as an action, you and any
allies you choose that can see or hear you all gain
a +5 bonus to Dexterity (Stealth) checks. Affected
heroes leave no tracks or other trace of their
movement. This effect lasts for 10 minutes, or until
you enact this plan again.

Plan Enhancements:
• At 3rd Level: The bonus becomes +10
• At 5th Level: The bonus lasts for 1 hour instead
of 10 minutes.

When A Plan Comes Together 
After you enact any other plan, you may activate
this plan as a free action. You gain 2d10 temporary
hit points due to your supreme confidence.

Plan Enhancements:
• 3rd: 3d10 temporary hit points
• 5th: 5d10 temporary hit points
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Wise | Sleuth
Evil never sleeps, so neither do you. Your
keen perception pierces the veils of the
devious. Your own inner darkness gives
insight into the worst villains humanity has
to offer. It’s a dirty job, but someone’s gotta
do it. “Looks like we’ve got another mystery
on our hands.”
The Sleuth has the skills necessary to solve
mysteries and avoid dangers. They are the
most defensive of the Wise heroes with
many abilities to help them stay alive. At
higher levels they gain enough offense to
make them dangerous to unwary enemies.
Hit Die: d8
Starting Maximum Hit Dice: 1d8
Starting Maximum Hit Points:
8 + Constitution Modifier
Defense (Know Your Enemy):
10 + (Wisdom or Dexterity)
Modifier + Defense Bonus

Proficiencies
• Saves: Intelligence and Wisdom
• Skills: Choose three (Arts and Crafts,
Computers, Deception, Driving/Piloting,
Insight, Investigation, Perception,
Security, Stealth, or Streetwise)
• Equipment: Basic and Advanced
• Expertise: Choose one (Insight,
Investigation, or Perception). You must
be proficient in a skill to take expertise
in that skill.
20
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Leveling Up
Level
1
2
3
4
5

Talents
Concentration, Focus,
Observations, Sixth Sense
Two Minor Feats or One
Major Feat, Cover Seeker
Alert, Weak Spot
Two Minor Feats or One Major Feat
Expertise, Uncanny Dodge

Concentration. Granted at level 1. You

Proficiency
Bonus

Defense
Bonus

focus

+2

+1

1

+2

+1

2

+2
+2
+3

+1
+1
+2

3
4
5

weak
spot

1d6
1d6
2d6

• You cannot be surprised.

can spend one focus point to reroll a failed
Wisdom ability check. This may only be
done once per ability check.

do not fall prone when you Dive for Cover,
but you may still choose to do so.

Focus. Granted at level 1. You have Focus

Alert. Granted at level 3. You gain

points equal to your Wise Hero level, which
can be spent to use abilities granted by
your class. Your Focus recharges whenever
you finish a short or long rest.

Observations. Granted at level 1.

You can spend 1 Focus to use any of the
following abilities:
• Gain advantage on an Intelligence
(Investigation) check.
• As a bonus action, you gain advantage on
attacks against one target until the start of
your next turn.

Sixth Sense.Granted at level 1. You
gain the following benefits:

• You can use Wisdom instead of Dexterity
for any attack or damage roll you make with
non-Heavy weapons.
• You can take the Search action as a bonus
action.

Cover Seeker. Granted at level 2. You

advantage on all initiative rolls.

Weak Spot. Granted at level 3. Once
during your turn when you hit with an
attack, if you had advantage on the attack
roll, you can choose to deal an additional
1d6 damage to the target.
The amount of the extra damage increases
as you gain levels in this class, as shown in
the Weak Spot column of the Sleuth table.
Expertise. Granted at level 5. Choose
one (Insight, Investigation, or Perception).
You must be proficient in a skill to take
expertise in that skill.
Uncanny Dodge. Granted at level 5.
When you take damage from an attack,
you can spend your reaction to halve that
attack’s damage against you.
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5. Finishing Touches
You have made all the important game
choices for your hero. Next up, we have
a few calculations to do, some finishing
mechanical touches that make your hero
complete, and a look at ways to flesh out
your hero’s personality and history.

Speed
Your speed is 30. This is how many feet of
movement you get each round of combat.
It’s the equivalent pace of a fast walk or
jogging.

Proficiency Bonus
Your proficiency bonus at first level is +2.
This bonus is added to skill checks, attack
rolls, and saving throws when you have a
relevant proficiency. This will go higher as
you gain levels.

Skill Bonuses
Your character sheet should list all the skills
in the game. If an ability check lets you use
a skill, then you can add your proficiency
bonus to the roll. If you have Expertise, then
you can double your proficiency bonus. For
each skill, combine the appropriate ability
score modifier with your proficiency bonus,
if you have the proficiency, to get a total
ability check bonus for each skill.

Passive Perception
Passive perception is used by your Game
Master to secretly determine if you notice
hidden dangers or opportunities without you
having to say you are specifically doing so.
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Passive Perception Formula
10 + Perception Skill Bonus

Persona
Many of the most important aspects of
heroes are not covered by the rules of
Everyday Heroes. These are the traits,
both internal and external, that make up a
hero’s personality and character. We offer
to you 9 aspects of persona to consider
and we’ve arranged them in the order
in which we think they directly enhance
game play. You are free to choose any
or none of them, but we do encourage
you to consider at least the first three.

Persona Definitions
• Motivation. What drives you to do the
things you do?
• Attachments. What people, places, or
things do you care about?
• Biography. What is your life’s journey
thus far?
• Beliefs. How do you see and
understand the world around you?
• Role. What role do you see yourself as
playing in society?
• Appearance. What do you look like to
yourself and others?
• Virtues. What makes you a good person?
• Flaws. What makes you a flawed person?
• Quirks. What makes you a little bit
strange or different?
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Also, don’t feel like you must fill in all
this information right away. It’s perfectly
reasonable to leave some areas blank, and
then, as you play your hero, you may get a
better feel for who they are, where they have
been, and where they are going in their life.

Game Masters also may also find inspiration
here for creating memorable NPCs and
Villains. Heroes aren’t the only imaginary
characters with dreams and feelings!

Quickstart Gear Packs
The Everyday Heroes Core Rules contains a sizable
equipment section with all kinds of weapons, gear, tools,
vehicles, and even buildings that come into play in heroic
adventures. For the Quickstart guide we are doing things a
bit differently and listing premade packages of equipment
for your heroes to choose from. For each class we have a
Civilian and Military Equipment package. Players are free to
take any pack they like, or to mix and match between them
to suit the adventure you are playing.

Brute Military Pack

Mastermind Military Pack

Clothes: Military fatigues, Combat boots

Clothes: Military fatigues, Combat boots

Mundane: Soldier’s kit, Night
Vision Goggles, Bubble Gum

Mundane: Soldier’s kit, Portable Radio,
Night Vision Goggles, Fidget Spinner

Weapons: Pump Action Shotgun,
2 Smoke Grenades, Machete

Weapons: 9mm Service Pistol
Armor: Ballistic Vest, Medium

Armor: Ballistic Vest, Medium

Commando Military Pack

Sleuth Military Pack

Weapons: Assault Carbine Rifle, 2
Fragmentation Grenades, Machete

Clothes: Military fatigues, Combat boots
Mundane: Soldier’s kit, Rangefinding Binoculars, Night Vision
Goggles, Harmonica
Weapons: Assault Carbine Rifle,
2 Flashbang Grenades

Armor: Ballistic Vest, Medium

Armor: Ballistic Vest, Medium

Clothes: Military fatigues, Combat boots
Mundane: Soldier’s kit, Night
Vision Goggles, Ginger Snaps
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Brute Civilian Pack
Clothes: Jeans, a Tank top, and Sneakers
Vehicle: An old muscle car, Car stuff

Car stuff.

Mundane: Pocket stuff/
Purse stuff, Utility Knife

A great many people own a car, and in that
car you can probably find a lot of useful
items: A set of papers, some pens, spare
change, a spare tire, a tire iron, a small
toolkit, a radio, extra fuses, road flares, a
first aid kit, snacks, tissues, a bottle of water,
hand soap, a utility knife, batteries, some
bags, sunglasses, a map of the local area.

Weapons: Unarmed

Commando Civilian Pack
Clothes: Camouflage pants, T-Shirt,
Denim jacket, Hiking boots
Vehicle: Pickup Truck, Car stuff
Mundane: Pocket stuff/
Purse stuff, Survival kit
Weapons: Concealed Carry Pistol

Mastermind Civilian Pack
Clothes: Designer 3-piece suit or
designer business dress, Dress
shoes or Sensible heels
Vehicle: Luxury Car, Car stuff
Mundane: Pocket stuff/Purse
stuff, Expensive watch
Weapons: Pocket .38 Pistol

Sleuth Civilian Pack
Clothes: Everyday Clothes,
Athletic Shoes, Sunglasses
Vehicle: Common Sedan, Car stuff,
Surveillance kit, Digital Camera with Zoom
Lens, Disguise kit (in the car), Lockpicks
Mundane: Pocket stuff/Purse stuff
Weapons: Concealed Carry Pistol
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Equipment Kits

Disguise kit.
This is an extended collection of makeups
that goes beyond beauty products, allowing
you to create a range of appearances. Often
it is accompanied by a wardrobe of common
clothing styles and uniforms. Having both
makeup and costumes offers advantage on
Charisma checks made to hide your identity.

First Aid kit.
A first aid kit is useful for treating injuries
and the symptoms of illness at home or
in the field. Sizes range from tiny survival
kits to large EMT kits. The entry assumes a
briefcase sized kit. A first aid kit is required
for some uses of the First Aid action and
some other specific actions from feats, class
talents, and professions. It is generally used
with an Intelligence (Medicine) or Wisdom
(Survival) check.

Lockpicks.
A set of lockpicks includes a number of
tools useful for picking locks. The two
essentials are a tension bar and a pick which,
when used together, can open most locks.
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Lockpicks are necessary to pick locks, but
you can improvise a pick using stiff wire .

Night Vision Goggles.
These devices date back to WWII and allow
the wearer to see reasonably well in low light
conditions. Night vision goggles remove all
penalties from low light and darkness.

Pocket stuff.
Pockets don’t hold a lot, but there are a few
things you will likely find in them: A smart
phone, wallet, credit cards, cash, id cards,
keys, a pocketknife/tool, a watch.

Purse stuff.
A purse or handbag lets you prepare for
more of life’s adventures with stuff like this:
A purse, smart phone, wallet, credit cards,
cash, id cards, keys, makeup, emergency
toiletries, tissues, a pen, hair bands or pins,
medication, lotion, lip balm, a watch.

Surveillance kit.
As technology has advanced surveillance
capabilities have grown with them. Cameras
and microphones can be hidden nearly
anywhere, and computer hacking can be
used to access the ever-growing number of
smart surveillance devices found in every
business and home. A typical surveillance
kit will include: tiny remote cameras, hidden
microphones, trackers, batteries, receivers,
and transmitters

Utility Knife / Multitool.
This is a pocket-sized foldable knife that
often includes a range of other handy tools
incorporated into the design. They are
enough to take care of many simple jobs.
They are not intended for fighting but could
be used as a weapon in a pinch.

Soldier’s kit.
Soldiers carry a lot of equipment when
deployed for combat. Exactly what they
carry depends on the mission, their role
in their unit, and the environment they are
fighting in. Nonetheless, this kit offers some
of the essentials most soldiers might carry
and includes: a backpack, military ID, chemlight, ear and eye protection, multitool,
notebook and pen, a woobie (a blanket/
poncho), 7 magazines of ammunition, night
vision goggles, batteries, rations for 3 days,
water, first aid kit, hygiene supplies, snacks,
radio (unit leader only).
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Quickstart Weapons
Weapon

Damage

Range

Reload Rounds PV Properties

Pistol, Pocket
.38 Revolver

1d6 ballistic

50/100

Action

5

1

Light, Loud,
Versatile (1d8)

Machete or Large Knife

1d6 slashing

-

-

-

1

-

Unarmed

1d4
bludgeoning

-

-

-

1

Light, Finesse,
Special

1d10 ballistic

100/200

Bonus
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2

Loud, Semi-Auto

Basic Weapons

Advanced Weapons
Pistol, 9mm Service
Pistol, Concealed Carry

1d8 ballistic

100/200

Bonus

8

2

Light, Loud,
Semi-Auto,
Versatile (1d10)

Shotgun, Pump-Action

2d6 ballistic

200/400

Action

9

3

Loud, Shot,
Two-Handed

Throw Explosive

Explosive

40/80

-

-

-

Indirect

1d12 ballistic

800/1,600

Bonus

30

3

Burst 3, Full-Auto,
Loud, Restricted,
Two-Handed

Military Weapons
Rifle, Assault Carbine

Improvised Weapons (Melee and Thrown)
Thing, Small Painful

1d6 variable

70/140

-

-

1

Improvised

Thing, Medium Hurtful

1d8 variable

50/100

-

-

1

Improvised,
Versatile (1d10)

2

Heavy,
Improvised,
Two-Handed

Thing, Large Agonizing

1d12 variable

20/40

-

-

Quickstart Explosives
Name

Damage

PV

Radius

Properties

N/A

-

15 feet
30 feet

Grenade, Special
Grenade, Illuminating

3

20 feet

1

30 feet

Grenade, Loud, Restricted
Deafening, Grenade, Loud,
Restricted, Stunning

Advanced Grenades
Grenade, Smoke
Grenade, Flare

N/A

Military Grenades
Grenade, Fragmenting
Grenade, Flashbang

4d8 explosive
1d4 explosive

Quickstart Armor
Armor

Save Bonus

Armor Value

Price

15

3

2

Properties

Advanced Armor
Ballistic Vest, Medium

Ballistic

Combat Equipment Properties
Armor Value (AV). This tells you what

weapons the armor can protect against. It is
compared to Penetration Value on weapons,
higher is better.

Ballistic. Ballistic armor only defends

succeeds. Combatants must declare they are
using burst fire before they roll their attack.
Burst fire cannot be used at long range.

Damage. This is how much damage the

against ranged attacks.

weapon does before bonuses are applied,
as well as what type of damage it deals.

Burst. Weapons with the burst fire property

Deafening. Deafening weapons use intense

can expend additional ammunition to deal
increased damage. The number indicates
the number of rounds required. Using burst
fire gives disadvantage on the attack roll
but adds one die of damage if the attack
Quickstart Guide | everyday heroes™

noise to temporarily deafen foes. In addition
to any damage, the target must make a DC
15 Constitution save or be deafened for 1d6
rounds and disadvantage on Dexterity skill
checks for the same period due to temporary
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inner ear damage.

Finesse. When used as a melee weapon,

you may choose to use your Dexterity
modifier for attack and damage rolls instead
of Strength.

Full-Auto. A full-auto mechanism cocks

the gun and loads a new round from the
magazine each time a round is fired. The
gun will fire continuously so long as the
trigger is held down. This allows you to use
the Suppressive Fire action.

Grenade. Grenades are explosives designed
to be charged and then quickly thrown or
launched. They require one hand to throw,
and a free hand to arm them. They follow
special attack rules detailed in Chapter 10 .

Heavy. Heavy weapons are especially large

and difficult to wield. Anyone with less than
14 Strength has disadvantage wielding a
Heavy weapon.

Illuminating. This grenade shines creates

a field of bright light within the radius of the
grenade. It is not blinding.

Improvised. These are objects not made

or well suited to be used as a weapon.
Wielders suffer disadvantage on attack rolls
with these weapons unless they have the
Improvised Equipment proficiency.

Indirect. Indirect weapons are almost
always some kind of thrown explosive. There
are special rules for targeting and attacking
with thrown explosives.

Light. Light weapons are sufficiently light
weight that you can effectively wield one in
each hand. For details, see the Bonus Action:
Off Hand Attack in Chapter 11: Combat.
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Loud. Loud weapons can be heard from
up to two miles away and are easily heard
through building walls.

Penetration Value (PV). This measures

a weapon’s ability to punch through armor
and cover. Penetration Value is compared
against Armor Value to determine if a
weapon can effectively get through armor or
cover. If the penetration value of a weapon
is higher than the armor value of an armor
or cover, then the armor and or cover is
ignored.

Range. This is the distance at which you

can target a ranged weapon. If two numbers
are listed, the second number is long range.
Attacks made at a distance farther than
its range, but within its long range have
disadvantage on the attack roll.

Reload. Reload tells you what type of action

you need to reload a weapon: An Action, a
Bonus action, or a Free action.

Semi-Auto. A semi-auto mechanism cocks

the gun and loads a new round from the
magazine each time a round is fired. Each
pull of the trigger fires one bullet. SemiAuto weapons can use the Suppressive Fire
action if they have a magazine with 8 or
more rounds.

Radius. This value lists the blast radius,
measured in feet, that the explosive covers.
Everyone in that radius is subject to the
effects of the explosion.

Rounds. This value shows how many rounds

of ammunition you can fire before you need
to reload. Each time you fire the weapon,
you use a number of rounds. Normally each
attack uses one round, but there are special
attacks that use more.
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Save Bonus. This is the bonus applied to

Gaining Levels

Shot. Shotguns typically fire buckshot

Heroes gain levels when they reach a
Milestone. Milestones are moments in a
story where the Heroes have overcome
many trials and become stronger as a result
of their efforts and experience. The GM is
in control of when milestones occur, but
they are most often awarded at the end
of an adventure or when the heroes have
achieved a major objective in the midst of a
longer campaign.

your armor saving throw.

rounds that make it a bit easier to hit targets
at close range. This weapon has advantage
on attack rolls at ranges up to 30 feet.

Special. This weapon has special detailed
rules listed in its description.

Stunning. Stunning weapons use electrical

pulses to temporarily incapacitate foes.
In addition to any electrical damage, a
medium size or smaller target must make
a DC (8 + proficiency + dexterity modifier)
Constitution save or be Stunned until the
end of their next turn. Stunning weapons
do not add an ability score bonus to their
damage rolls.

Two-handed. These weapons require two

hands to attack with but can be carried in
one hand.

Versatile. These are melee weapons that
can be used in one hand, or two. When
used with two hands, they deal additional
damage, listed in parentheses.

Here is what you get when you gain a level:
• Feats from your class table
• Talents from your class table
• Possible defense bonus advancement
from your class table
• Possible proficiency bonus
advancement from your class table
• Additional maximum hit die based on
your base class
• Additional maximum hit points based
on your hit dice

Talents
You will gain new talents from both your
base class and class when you gain a level.
Look at the leveling charts for both and
write down the new talents. You may want
to check your existing talents to see if any of
them change based on your level.

Defense Bonus Advancement
Each base class has its own defense bonus
advancement schedule found in the base
class leveling chart. Check your chart to see
what your existing base class defense bonus
is. If it advanced, update your Defense.
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Hit Dice
When you take a new level, you gain a hit
die. The size of the hit die is based on your
base class. Your maximum number of hit
dice is always the same as your level.

Hit Points
When you take a new level your hit point
maximum increases. The default method is
to gain a fixed number of hit points. Your GM
may allow you to make a roll to determine
your hit points which could give you a
larger or smaller increase. Here are the two
methods:

Feats
Feats are a great way to optimize or add
variety to your hero. By using them to
customize what a hero can do, they help
make each hero unique. Feats in Everyday
Heroes are divided into three broad
categories: Basic Feats, Advanced Feats,
and Multiclass Feats.
The Everyday Heroes core rules has more
than 100 feats, including multiple-tier
multiclass feats for every class. For this
Quickstart Guide we have all the Basic Feats,
and just a few Advanced and Multiclass
Feats.

Acquiring Feats
hit point calculation method

• Optional: Roll one hit die + Constitution
modifier (optional)

At levels 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 heroes get to
choose feats. You can choose two minor
feats or one major feat. The major feats
are more powerful, so you can only get one
when you choose feats. All multiclass feats
are major, but most others are minor.

If your Constitution modifier increases
while leveling up, this also permanently
increases your hit point maximum. When
this happens, add 1 HP per hero level.

Some feats have prerequisites you must
meet in order to take the feat. This can be
a minimum level, ability score, proficiency,
or another feat. While most don’t have a
prerequisite, many are most attractive to a
certain type of hero.

• Default: Half your hit dice number
(rounded up) + Constitution modifier

Feat Types
Basic Feats. These are generic feats that

let you choose what benefits you get or offer
basic character talents. You can take basic
feats multiple times unless otherwise noted.
All basic feats are minor feats. Basic feats
are great if you want to make your hero
strong but keep things simple!
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Advanced Feats. These are feats that give

you specific and detailed benefits that are
largely unique or mimic talents from classes.
You can only take a given advanced feat
once. Most advanced feats are minor feats,
but a few are major.

Multiclass Feats. These feats give you
features from other base classes and
classes. You can only take them once, and
you cannot take the feats for your own base
class or class. They are very powerful feats
but add some complexity to your hero. All
multiclass feats are major.

Basic Feats
Ability Score Training
You have trained your mind and/or body to
increase your overall human potential. You
gain the following benefits:
• Increase any ability score by +1.
(Maximum of 20)
Ability Score Training can be taken
multiple times.

Advanced Skill Training
You love to acquire new skills and abilities
through constant study and practice. You
gain the following benefits:
• You gain expertise in a skill of your
choice that you are already proficient in.
Skill Training can be taken multiple times.

Equipment Training
You have trained to use various kinds of
combat equipment. You gain the following
benefits:
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• You gain Basic Equipment proficiency if
you don’t already have it.
• Choose one additional equipment
proficiency: (Advanced Equipment,
Historical Equipment, or Improvised
Equipment)
 If you already have Advanced
Equipment, you may select Military
Equipment
Equipment Training can be taken multiple
times.

Skill Training
You love to acquire new skills and abilities
through constant study and practice. You
gain the following benefits:
• You gain proficiency in two skills of your
choice.
Skill Training can be taken multiple times.

Survival Training
You have hardened yourself against various
hazards. You gain the following benefits.
• You gain proficiency with one type of
saving throw of your choice.
Survival Training can be taken multiple
times.

Advanced Feats
Advanced feats include all manner of heroic
and every-day activities. Many are useful in
combat, but there are plenty of others for
use in solving other kinds of challenges. You
can only take any given advanced feat one
time.
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Battlefield Medic
You are highly practiced in first aid,
emergency medicine, and quickly treating
wounds on the spot. You gain the following
benefits:
• When using a first aid kit to stabilize
someone they also recover 1 hit point.
• As an action, you can use a first aid kit
to treat a conscious person adjacent to
you. Make a DC 10 Wisdom (Medicine)
check. If successful, the target may
spend one hit die to regain hit points.
This action cannot be used again on the
same person until they have taken a
short or long rest.
• If you find yourself without a first aid kit,
you can try to improvise. Make a DC 15
Wisdom (Survival) check. If successful
you don’t need a first aid kit, otherwise
you cannot find the materials needed.

Gunfighter (Major Feat)
You have an itchy trigger finger and can
shoot well in close quarters. You gain the
following benefits:
• You don’t suffer disadvantage for
attacking with a pistol against an
adjacent opponent.
• You can take a bonus action and treat
any firearm you wield that does not
have the loading property as if it had the
Burst 3 property until the end of your
turn.

Jack of all Trades
You are well read and generally good at
anything you set your mind to. You gain the
following benefits:
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• You may add half your proficiency bonus
(rounded down) to any ability check
calling for a skill you are not proficient
in. You may not use this bonus if no skill
is applicable.

Signature Weapon (Major Feat)
You are dedicated to the use of a particular
weapon and feel more confident when
wielding it. You gain the following benefits:
• Choose a specific weapon as your
signature weapon, describe it, and give
it a name. All further benefits of this feat
require you to be wielding this weapon.
• You can ignore one source of
disadvantage when making an attack
roll.
• You have advantage on ability checks to
avoid being disarmed.
• You have advantage on Charisma
(Intimidation) checks.
• Your signature weapon will not break as
a result of your own actions, abilities, or
class talents.
Note that if some horrible human being or
other calamity should destroy your precious
signature weapon, you can designate and
name a new one after an appropriate
mourning period of 1 week.

Multiclass Feats

requires about as much thought as
breathing. You gain the following benefits:

Multiclass feats offer heroes the opportunity
to gain themes and talents from base classes
and classes other than their own. Heroes
cannot take the feats representing their own
base class or their own class. Class feats and
advanced class feats require you to either be
of that base class already or have taken the
appropriate base class feat. All Multiclass
Feats are major feats.

• You gain Advanced Equipment
proficiency.
• You can draw two one-handed light
weapons as a free action.
• You can reload two ranged weapons
with the same action, without needing a
free hand.
• You can ignore the loading property on
ranged weapons.
• When using a two-handed ranged
weapon, you do not have disadvantage
with attack rolls at long range.

In the core rules, there is a base class feat
for all 6 base classes and two feats for
each of the more than 16 classes. For the
Quickstart, we are offering two base classes
not represented in the class selection of this
Quickstart and the first feat for one of their
classes.

Agile Hero (Major Feat)
Prerequisite: Not an Agile Hero (base
class), Dexterity 13+, Level 2+
You have trained your reflexes to a razor’s
edge. Your movements are both swift and
elegant. You gain the following benefits:
• You gain Basic Equipment proficiency.
• Choose one (Acrobatics, Driving/
Piloting, Sleight of Hand, or Stealth) You
gain proficiency in the chosen skill.
• You can take the Dash or Disengage
action as a bonus action.

Sharpshooter (Major Feat)
Prerequisite: Not a Sharpshooter (class),
Agile Hero, Level 4+
Handling ranged weapons has become
second nature to you and using them
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Charming Hero (Major Feat)
Prerequisite: Not a Charming Hero (base
class), Charisma 13+, Level 2+
You have a way with words and/or looks that
could kill. You gain the following benefits:
• Choose two (Deception, Intimidation,
Performance, or Persuasion) You gain
proficiency in the chosen skills.
• Choose one (Deception, Intimidation,
Performance, or Persuasion) You gain
expertise in the chosen skill.
• You have two influence dice, which are
d6s. An influence die is expended when
it is rolled. You regain all expended
influence dice when you finish a short or
long rest.
• When you make a Charisma check,
after rolling but before determining the
result, you can roll an influence die and
add it to your result.
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Icon (Major Feat)
Prerequisite: Not an Icon (class), Charming
Hero, Level 4+
You are the bee’s knees, the
cat’s pajamas, and
perhaps the G.O.A.T.! You
gain the following benefits:

		

• You gain Basic and Advanced
Equipment proficiency.
• You gain 1 additional
influence die.
• You learn the two Icon tricks listed
below.
• You can take the Help action as a bonus
action specifically to give advantage to
an ally’s next attack provided the target
is within 60 feet of you. You do not need
to be near your ally to do this.

Icon Tricks

Watch This. After you make an attack roll,
Strength (Athletics) check, or Dexterity
(Acrobatics) check, but before determining
the result, you can roll an influence die and
add it to your result. At least one other
person must be able to see you in order to
use this trick.
Insult to Injury. When you hit with an
attack, if the target can hear you, you
can roll an influence die and add it to the
damage of that attack. If you do, the target
has disadvantage on attack rolls until the
end of your next turn.
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Everyday Heroes™ Rules
Everyday Heroes is based on the 5th edition of the system
reference document rules. Their origins go back to the very
beginning of tabletop RPGs. At their heart, they are a simple
set of rules upon which detailed games can be built. The
fundamentals of the game are simple, but there are a great
many situational details designed to give the rules a “feel”
that approximates reality and the style of the action movie
genre.
This Quickstart Guide has all the rules you need to play, but
the Everyday Heroes core book contains more options and
more detailed rules including our unique chase system for
handling all kinds of chases, races, and vehicular combat.

Dice
There are six dice used in Everyday Heroes:
d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, and d20. The “d” means
die, and the number is how many sides it
has. If you see a number in front like this
2d6, it means roll two d6 and add them.

Modifiers
Many dice rolls will have modifiers you add
or subtract from your roll. A “+” will indicate
when modifiers are applied. Negative
modifiers lower the result.

Advantage & Disadvantage
When you have advantage on a roll, you
roll two d20s and take the better of the two
rolls. With disadvantage, you roll two and
take the worse of the two rolls. If you have
both advantages and disadvantages, they
cancel out and you roll one die. This is true
even if you have more of one type than the
other.

Reroll

Roll vs Result

This lets you reroll a single die after
determining the result. With advantage and
disadvantage, you choose which die is rerolled.

Roll is the number on the die, the Result is
the roll with all modifiers applied.

Dice Steps

You are rolling d20+4. You roll the twentysided die and see a 16. That is your roll. You
then add the +4 modifier and get a result
of 20.
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A dice step increases or decreases the size
of the dice you roll. The minimum value is d4
and the maximum is d12.
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Adding Dice
When adding dice, you add one dice of the
type you otherwise roll. So, if you add a dice
to 1d8 it is now 2d8. If you add a dice to 2d6
it becomes 3d6.

Assigning Advantage
and Disadvantage
Advantage and disadvantage are meant to
be situational bonuses. The Game Master
can assign advantage and disadvantage
on any roll made by heroes or enemies
before the roll is made. The Game Master
should cite what circumstance is creating
the advantage or disadvantage. There are
many hero talents that automatically grant
advantage in specific situations, and there
are many rules that automatically grant
disadvantage in specific situations. Players
are also encouraged to ask for advantage
if they feel the situation justifies it. The
Game Master always has final say on when
advantage and disadvantage are applied.

Proficiency
Proficiency represents a hero’s training
and experience with challenging tasks
and activities. Because there are so many
different things that modern heroes can
do, proficiencies cover a broad category
of activities. Heroes will have both a list of
proficiencies and a proficiency bonus.
Proficiency Bonus
Your proficiency bonus is a modifier added
to your d20 roll when you are attacking,
making a saving throw, or making an ability
check with a skill.
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Proficiency Rolls
Proficiency Type

Applicable
d20 roll

Equipment Proficiency
(Weapons)

Attack Roll

Equipment
Proficiency (Armor)

Armor Saving
Throw

Skill Proficiency

Ability Checks

Saving Throw
Proficiency

Saving Throws

Your proficiency bonus is based on your
level. You cannot add your proficiency
bonus more than once to a given roll, even
if multiple proficiencies or talents grant a
proficiency bonus. You also cannot multiply
or divide the bonus more than once.

Proficiency Bonus
Hero Level

Proficiency Bonus

1-4

+2

5

+3

Equipment Proficiencies
Equipment proficiencies represent basic
training with a category of weapons, armor,
ammunition and combat gear. All weapons,
armor, and explosives belong to one of the
equipment proficiency categories.
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BASIC WEAPONs
Weapons nearly anyone can use well

Advanced WEAPONs

Historical WEAPONs

Improvised WEAPONs

Modern weapons that
require more practice

Weapons of war from past
ages

Use anything as a deadly
weapon

Military WEAPONs
Advanced armaments
meant for modern war

Heroes will generally gain proficiency with
Basic Equipment before Advanced, Historical,
or Improvised Equipment. Likewise, they will
gain Advanced Equipment proficiency before
acquiring Military Equipment. Heroes can
use any equipment without proficiency, they
simply don’t get their proficiency bonus.

Explosives

Armor

Improvised Weapons

If you are wearing armor you have
proficiency with, then you can apply your
proficiency bonus to your armor saving
throw.

Improvised weapons are special in that
they are items not designed to be used as
weapons. Those who are not proficient in
this category have disadvantage on attacks
made with anything not meant to be used
as a weapon or a weapon being wielded in a
way it was not designed to be used.

Weapons
If you are wielding a weapon you have
proficiency with, then you can apply your
proficiency bonus to your attack roll made
for that weapon.
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Attacks with explosives are made using
a launcher or a specific throwing attack,
both of which are treated as weapons. The
explosives themselves only detail the effect
of the attack.

Saving Throw Proficiencies
Saving throw proficiencies are divided by
the 6 ability scores. If you have proficiency
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with saving throws for a given ability score,
you can add your proficiency bonus when
rolling such saving throws.

Skill Proficiencies
There are 22 skills in the Everyday Heroes
core rules. They are designed to include a
wide range of activities heroes can perform
other than attacking with a weapon.
Skill proficiencies allow you to add your
proficiency bonus on Ability Checks that
specify the skill you are proficient in.
For example: if you have the Athletics
proficiency, you can apply your proficiency
bonus to a Strength (Athletics) check.

Expertise
Expertise in a skill allows you to double
your proficiency bonus when making ability
checks with that skill. You must be proficient
in a skill to gain expertise in it. You can never
double your proficiency bonus more than
once on any ability check.

Acquiring Skill Proficiencies
and Expertise
If you acquire a skill proficiency a second
time while making your character, you can
instead gain proficiency in another skill. If
you acquire expertise in a skill you already
have expertise in, you may select a different
skill you are already proficient in and gain
expertise in that skill.

Ability Checks
The most universal mechanic in Everyday
Heroes is the ability check. Ability checks are
made for just about everything a hero wants
to try to do other than attacking someone
in combat. Ability checks can be used to
determine the outcome of any activity
where there is some chance of failure or any
situation where two people are competing
with one another.
Ability checks are not needed to do
mundane activities like driving a car to
work, doing your job, making dinner, and so
forth. They are for when the outcome of an
action is in doubt and the consequences of
success and failure are meaningful events
in the course of the game. Leaping across a
chasm, bribing a guard, hacking a computer
system, or seducing an enemy spy are all
examples of actions where an ability check
would be used.

Making Ability Checks
An ability check is made by rolling a twentysided die (d20), applying an ability modifier.
An ability check will specify what ability
score you are supposed to use. For example:
Make a Dexterity check. Many ability checks
will specify a skill that can be used to gain a
proficiency bonus on the ability check. For
example: Make a Wisdom (Survival) check. If
you have expertise in a skill, you can double
your proficiency bonus on the ability check.

Formula for Ability Checks
d20 + Ability score modifier + Proficiency
bonus (conditional)

Miho Kato wants to convince the bartender
at a local watering hole to tell her if he’s
seen a wanted fugitive. The GM calls for
a Charisma (Persuasion) check. Miho is
not only proficient in Persuasion, she has
expertise in the skill. Miho rolls a 15 on
her check, she then adds +3 for her 17
charisma, and finally she adds twice her +2
proficiency bonus, +4, to the roll. The total
is 22!

Difficulty Class (DC)
Each challenge will have a Difficulty Class
(DC). The character must meet the DC
number of higher on their ability check result
to succeed at the task. Some DC values
are fixed, while others can have variable
DCs expressed as a formula. For example:
The Hero must make a DC15 Intelligence
(Medicine) check. If the Hero succeeds, they
recognize the symptoms of Scarlet Fever.

Difficulty Class Values
Difficulty

DC

Very Easy

5

Easy

10

Challenging

15

Hard

20

Very Hard

25

Near Impossible
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Types of Ability Checks
Challenge
A challenge is the default type of ability
check. It covers any situation where a person
needs to make an ability check to find out if
they succeed or fail at some activity.
Dr. Wunderkind wants to swing from a
balcony and land on a moving car. The
Game Master decides this is a hard task
and sets the DC to 20 for a Dexterity
(Acrobatics) check. Dr. Wunderkind has the
Acrobatics skill, and he’s level 5 so he gets
to add his +3 proficiency bonus, and his
+4 Dexterity modifier. He rolls a 17 on his
Agility check and adds 7 for a result of 24.
Dr. Wunderkind valiantly sticks the landing
and is now hanging onto a moving car.

Contests
A contest is when two opponents are trying
to best one another at some task. Instead of
having a DC, each opponent makes an ability
check, and the one who has the higher
result is the winner. If the opponents tie,
the outcome is that no winner is declared, or
the situation they were contesting remains
unchanged. Contests can be made using the
same check for each side, a different check
for each side, or one side using an ability
check and the other a saving throw.
Jimmy the Brute is trying to force open
a door while Miho Kato tries to keep it
closed. The Game Master declares this is
a Strength (Athletics) contest. Jimmy rolls
a 12 and adds his strength and proficiency
bonuses for a result of 17. Miho rolls a 15
but doesn’t have Athletics proficiency and
has a negative strength modifier so her
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result is only 14. Jimmy wins the contest
and pushes the door open while Miho is
pushed away from the door.

Group Challenges

Passive Checks

Group checks can be made when everyone
in the group is trying to succeed at some
activity that could collectively fail. Everyone
in the group individually attempts the ability
check. If half or more of the group succeeds,
then the group succeeds, otherwise, the
group fails.

Passive checks can be made when the Game
Master wants to check a hero’s ability or
skill without alerting the players to what is
happening. This rule is used to determine
surprise in combat, detecting traps, and
noticing small details in an environment.
Generally, the Game Master would only tell
the players it was happening if they succeed
on the check.

Four heroes are sneaking up on a criminal
safe house. The GM calls for everyone to
make a DC15 Dexterity (Stealth) check. Kat
Whitlock, Luis Garza, and Johnny Blaze all
succeed, but Mack Williams botches his roll
with a result of 3. Mack may be a klutz, but
the others keep him out of trouble and they
approach undetected.

Group Contests
A group contest is when two or more
groups oppose each other in a task where
more people does not equal more chance
of success. In this case, every participant
makes their own ability check, contributing
a success to their group if they succeed, and
removing a success if they fail. The group
with the most total successes wins the
contest.
Five heroes scramble to swim across a river,
chased by a group of four poachers. The GM
has each player make a DC 15 Strength
(Athletics) check and does the same for the
four NPCs. Three of the players succeed,
while two fail, leaving their final successes
at one. Half of the four poachers also
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succeed, but that leaves them with a total
of zero successes, and the players, as a
team, get there first.

Passive Check Formula
10 + Ability Modifier + Proficiency
Bonus (if applicable) +5 for
Advantage/-5 for disadvantage
Four heroes enter a room in the secret
base of Dr. Crow where a trap awaits
them. The Game Master decides it takes
a DC15 Wisdom (Perception) check to
notice the dried blood of earlier victims.
The GM doesn’t want to tip off the players
by calling for perception checks but does
want them to have a chance to avoid the
trap. The GM compares the hero’s passive
perception scores to the DC of 15. Both Mel
Stackhouse and Katie Paige have a passive
perception higher than 15 so the GM lets
them know about the blood on the carpet
as they enter the room.

Skills

Skill Descriptions

Skills represent areas of expertise which
are useful in the life of a hero. Heroes can
gain proficiencies with a given skill through
their background, profession, feats, or class.
Being proficient in a skill allows the hero to
add their proficiency bonus when making an
ability check to perform an action covered
by the skill.

Acrobatics (Dexterity)

Heroes don’t need to be proficient in a skill
to make an ability check specifying that
skill, the only benefit of proficiency is the
proficiency bonus. The GM does have the
discretion to require proficiency if they so
choose, but this would be the exception, not
the norm.

Arts and Crafts (Wisdom)

Different skills can be used to accomplish
the same tasks.
When trying to avoid a security camera,
heroes could use Intelligence (Computers)
to hack the system controlling them,
Intelligence (Security) to cause the camera
to stop working, Dexterity (Stealth) to
move through the shadows out of the
camera’s view and so forth.

Athletics (Strength)

Default Ability Modifier
Skills are associated with an Ability score.
This is the Ability Check the skill is most
often associated with. It is possible to use
a skill with a different ability check when it
makes sense.

Acrobatics covers physical activities focused
on quick movement, balance, hand-eye
coordination, and grace. Heroes proficient
in acrobatics are typically avid sports or
health enthusiasts, if not professionals.

Arts and Crafts include many skills used to
create finely crafted and beautiful objects as
well as knowledge of the arts. Heroes with
these skills include both professionals and
dedicated hobbyists.

Athletics includes a wide range of physical
activities centered around physical strength.
Heroes proficient in athletics are typically
avid sports or health enthusiasts, if not
professionals.

Computers (Intelligence)
Computer skills cover just about anything to
do with computers and electronics. Thanks
to the advent of expert software, computer
skills can be used to overcome a wide variety
of challenges.

Deception (Charisma)
The art of deception is creating false beliefs,
and it is useful for more than simply lying.
While deception comes naturally to most
people, heroes with this proficiency are
practiced experts in the field.
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Driving/Piloting (Dexterity)

Mechanics (Intelligence)

Everyone knows how to drive a car, but
those proficient with driving can handle
dangerous situations with aplomb. Others
learn to fly planes, pilot boats and operate
all manner of exotic transportation.

Mechanics covers a wide range of disciplines
that involve designing and building useful
machines and mechanisms. Heroes with this
skill are happiest with a good set of tools
and a problem to solve.

Endurance (Constitution)

Medicine (Intelligence)

Endurance is your ability to withstand
hardship and continue to function at a high
level of physical performance. Athletes that
train their bodies to resist vigorous exertion
and to perform under highly adverse
conditions specialize in endurance.

Medicine typically refers to the modern
western medical model, but it can include
various medical practices from around the
world. Heroes proficient in medicine tend to
work in the medical field or volunteer their
services.

Insight (Wisdom)

Natural Sciences (Intelligence)

The Insight skill is about having an intuitive
understanding of other people; their
motivations, how they think, and how
they behave. While it is a subtle skill, it has
uses in a huge range of both personal and
professional circumstances.

Natural science includes the “hard” sciences
that seek to understand the operation of
the natural world. While knowledge and
research are the focus for most heroes with
this skill, there are practical applications as
well.

Intimidation (Charisma)

Perception (Wisdom)

The art of intimidation involves manipulating
people through fear. This can be as subtle as
adopting a posture that gives you a sense of
authority or as direct as torturing a prisoner
for information.

Perception involves all of a hero’s 5 senses,
though sight and hearing are typically the
most used. Heroes proficient in perception
have trained themselves to pick out
minute details and maintain a high level of
awareness.

Investigation (Intelligence)
Investigation covers activities useful for
investigating people, places, and events.
This is a mainstay of detectives, spies, and
investigative journalists. Heroes with this
proficiency are experts at solving mysteries
of all kinds.
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Performance (Charisma)
Performance is about entertaining an
audience, even if it’s only an audience of
one. Heroes with this proficiency can both
use it to make a living, and to exert influence
on people by stirring up specific emotions,
ideas, or messages.
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Persuasion (Charisma)

Survival (Wisdom)

Heroes proficient in persuasion have learned
how to manipulate and convince others into
doing what the hero wants them to do. It’s
something everyone does, but few truly
master.

Survival encompasses some of the most
ancient skills practiced by human civilization.
Heroes with this skill feel at home in nature
and know how to provide for themselves
from its bounty.

Social Sciences (Intelligence)
These are the soft sciences, those that
deal with studying people and civilization.
Heroes proficient in these skills are often
members of academia, public service, or
lovers of foreign cultures.

Security (Intelligence)
Security is about both defeating security
systems and creating them. Heroes with this
skill are typically either criminals or security
experts hired to stop them.

Saving Throws
Saving throws are ability checks made to
resist or avoid imminent danger. When you
are asked to make a saving throw by the
Game Master, you will be told what ability
score you can apply. If you are proficient with
that type of saving throw, you can add your
proficiency bonus to your result.

Saving Throw Formula

d20 + Ability Modifier + Proficiency Bonus
(conditional)

Sleight of hand tricks have been used
for centuries to entertain and for petty
crimes. Those proficient with this skill have
extremely dexterous fingers.

Saving throws are always made against a
Difficulty Class (DC). If you get a result equal
to or higher than the DC, you succeed and
avoid or lessen the effect of the threat you
face. Effects that require a save will describe
the consequences of success and failure.

Stealth (Dexterity)

Strength Saving Throws

Sleight of Hand (Dexterity)

Stealth is the ideal skill for anyone who
wants to avoid trouble or create trouble for
those not expecting it. Heroes trained in
stealth include the likes of hunters, soldiers,
and rogues.

Strength saving throws are typically made
when you are unexpectedly challenged in a
way that strength is an asset in resisting. For
example: to resist being tripped, to shield
yourself from falling debris, to avoid being
pushed off a cliff.

Streetwise (Wisdom)
Streetwise is about understanding and
surviving in an urban environment. Heroes
with this skill proficiency understand the
heart of the city, where to find what they
need, and how to get where they need to go.
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Dexterity Saving Throws
Dexterity saving throws are made when
someone’s quick reflexes and balance can
avoid a dangerous situation. For example:
turn away from an explosion, react to a fall,
dodge an oncoming car.

Constitution Saving Throws
Constitution saving throws are made to resist
effects that can make you sick, exhausted,
or otherwise unhealthy. For example: resist
damage from poison, avoid illness, resist
being stunned.

Intelligence Saving Throws
Intelligence saving throws are made
to try and think clearly under difficult
circumstances and avoid being tricked.
For example: see through a scam, quickly
respond to an insult, avoid becoming
confused.

Wisdom Saving Throws
Wisdom saving throws are typically made
to resist emotional compulsion or to see
through deception through intuition.
For example: see through a lie, resist
temptation, overcome fear.

Charisma Saving Throws
Charisma saving throws are made when a
person’s reputation, character, or image
are under attack in some way. For example:
being accused of a crime, being defamed
by someone, being covered in mud but still
looking cool.
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Combat
Bullets flying, glass breaking, determined
combatants putting their lives on the line
to fight for what they think is right, a big
payday, or maybe just for fun. At the heart
of every action movie is the action and at
the heart of the Everyday Heroes rules is its
combat system. This is not to say combat
needs to be a part of every adventure, but as
an action-oriented game, we expect it often
will be.
The combat rules are, at their heart, fairly
simple. Each turn combatants will move,
attack one another, and interact with their
environment. Everyday Heroes tries to strike
a balance where the combat doesn’t take
too long to play out but offers some tactical
and strategic depth. It also balances the
desire for realism with the needs of telling
a fun story.
Because the rules of the game cannot be
designed to suit every player’s taste and
every adventure’s needs, we encourage
every group to use as much or as little of the
system as makes sense for their game. To
this end, we tried to make most of the rules
modular so that if you really don’t like some
aspect of the rules, you could easily change
or just ignore it. Likewise, its modularity
makes Everyday Heroes an easy system to
build and expand upon.
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Time & Combat Structure
Real life combat happens all at once, but
in Everyday Heroes, playing out combat
happens one combatant at a time. It’s up
to our imagination to picture how all these
individual actions are playing out together.
• During combat, time is measured in
Rounds. A round is about 6 seconds
long.
• During the round, each combat
participant takes a Turn.
• A combatant can move and perform
Actions during their turn
• The round ends when all combatants
have taken their turns.
• Another round then begins, with rounds
continuing until combat ends.

Starting Combat
Combat begins as soon as a hero, or a foe,
decides they want to attack someone.
The most common situation is that some
group of bad guys has decided to attack the
heroes, but it’s not unheard of for the heroes
to start the fight. Once that moment takes
place, combat begins.
The Game Master should make it clear
where all visible combatants are located
with respect to one another as the fight gets
started. If you are using battle maps, this is
the time to get them out.

Surprise
Some combatants can be taken by surprise
when combat begins. For this to happen,
the attackers need to catch the defenders
completely unaware. The most common
scenario is when the attackers are in hiding,
but it can also occur when an attack comes
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from someone the defenders did not see as
a potential threat.
Combatants who are surprised roll initiative
normally but cannot move or take any
actions during the first round of combat.

If the heroes are the defenders
1. The GM determines a DC for the heroes
to detect the attackers before they strike.
2. The GM makes a passive perception check
for all the heroes. Those that succeed are
not surprised, those that fail are surprised.

If the heroes are the attackers
1. The players designate which hero is
leading the ambush.
2. This hero makes a Dexterity (Stealth)
check to set a DC.
3. Defenders make a passive perception
check against this DC. Those that succeed
are not surprised, those that fail are
surprised.
If the attackers are posing as harmless,
rather than being hidden, a Charisma
(Deception) check is used instead of
Dexterity (Stealth).
Kat Whitlock and her three friends have
walked into an abandoned warehouse
where members of the dreaded Black
Scorpion gang lie in wait for them. The
GM sets the DC to 14. Kat Whitlock,
ever perceptive, has a passive Wisdom
(Perception) of 19 so she isn’t surprised.
Luis Garza has a 14, just enough to avoid
surprise, but Johnny Blaze and Mack
Williams aren’t so perceptive, and both are
surprised and unable to respond in the first
round of combat.
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Initiative
When combat begins, all combatants make
an Initiative check. Combatants take turns
in the order of highest to lowest each round.
If there is a tie, the Game Master decides
what order the tied combatants will act.
The Game Master can decide to make one
initiative roll for all enemies, or specific
groups of enemies to help speed up the
process. Initiative is only rolled once during
combat.

Initiative Formula

d20 + Dexterity modifier
Players can choose to lower their hero’s
initiative before combat begins, but after
initiative is rolled, allowing them to act after
opponents or after an ally if they so choose.

Taking a Turn
During a turn, a combatant may do any/all
of the following things, in whatever order
they like:
• Move
• Take one action
• Take one bonus action
• Perform free actions
None of these actions are required but the
combatant’s turn happens regardless of
whether they choose to act.

Movement in Combat
During a turn a combatant can move a total
distance equal to their movement rate. They
can take this movement at any time during
their turn, even between multiple attacks
during an action.
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Difficult Terrain & Difficult
Movement
Any terrain that requires significant
concentration or effort to traverse is
considered difficult.
Examples include: a sandy beach, ice,
jagged rocks, thick brush, or knee-deep
water.
Combatants can only move half as far
through difficult terrain. So, if they crossed
10 feet of ice, it would take 20 feet of their
movement allowance.
Similarly, if a combatant’s normal movement
is hindered by injury or circumstance (such
as crawling, climbing, swimming, etc...),
the same movement penalty applies. This is
referred to as difficult movement.
Mack Williams wants to smash a Black
Scorpion assassin in the face, but the villain
is standing on top of a big rock, 10 feet high.
Mack can move 30 feet in a turn, the rock
is 10 feet away, but the ground is covered
with smaller jagged rocks. Mack moves up
to the rock, traveling 10’ in difficult terrain,
which uses 20 feet of movement. Mack
wants to climb up the 10 feet of rock, but
since that would be difficult movement, it
would cost 20 feet. The best he could do is
get half-way up. Frustrated, Mack decides
to pick up one of the jagged rocks around
him and throw it at the assassin.

Standing from Prone
Standing from a prone position costs half a
combatant’s movement (rounded down to
the nearest 5-foot increment).
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Moving Through Other
Creatures
Combatants can move freely through spaces
occupied by their allies. They may not move
through spaces occupied by opponents
unless the opponents are tiny. In either
case, spaces occupied by someone else are
considered Difficult Terrain.
Combatants cannot end their movement
in the same space as another combatant.

Actions
Taking an action is usually the most
important thing a combatant does each
combat round. There are a number of
actions available to nearly everyone. Some
class talents or feats may allow special
actions or may modify the standard actions
listed below. These are sometimes called
standard actions for the sake of clarity.

Attack

This is the most common action in combat.
Make a single ranged or melee attack against
an opponent. Some class talents allow
combatants to make multiple attacks using
a single attack action. See the “Attacking”
section for details.

Dash

Combatants can use an action to move a
distance equal to their current movement
speed. This is in addition to their normal
movement during their turn.

Disengage

If a combatant chooses to disengage, their
movement for the rest of the turn does not
provoke attacks of opportunity. This is useful
when a combatant wants to escape a melee
opponent or run past enemies.
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Dodge

Choosing to dodge gives a combatant two
benefits. Firstly, anyone attacking them has
disadvantage on their attacks. Secondly,
they gain advantage on dexterity saving
throws. These effects last until the start of
the combatant’s next turn.

Help
A combatant can use their action to assist
an ally within reach with something they
are doing. The ally gains advantage on their
next ability check or attack roll before the
helper’s next turn.

Hide

A combatant can use their action to
hide. Make a Dexterity (Stealth) check to
determine the DC needed to notice them.
See the Hiding and Seeking rules for details.

Pull Item

A combatant can use their action to pull a
weapon or other item out of their inventory,
and into their hand. Combatants can pull one
weapon or other item out of their inventory
as a free action each turn, after which they
must use this action to do so. To use multiple
thrown weapons, each must be pulled
before being thrown unless it is already in
hand at the start of the turn. Some other
actions, such as reloading, include pulling
an item as part of the action.

Reload, Action

A combatant can reload their weapon using
an action. The weapon will then have a full
number of rounds. Combatants must have a
hand free to reload. Pulling the ammunition
from inventory is part of this action.
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Ready

Combatants can use Ready to delay a
chosen action until a given circumstance
occurs. For instance, they could say, “I ready
an action to run (using the Dash action) if
the bomb is activated.” If the circumstance
occurs before their next action, they can
use a reaction to take the action specified.
Combatants cannot Ready a Ready action.
Luis Garza wants to get the drop on some
enemies who have been firing at his friends
and then ducking back behind cover on their
turns. On Luis’s turn, they are all hiding, so
he readies an action to attack with his rifle,
targeting the next thug that pops out of
cover. Later in the round, one of the thugs

pops up to take a shot. Before the thug can
fire, Luis’s readied action triggers and he
makes his attack. If the thug survives, they
can continue their turn.

Search

Combatants can spend their action
deliberately observing their environment
using either Wisdom (Perception) or
Intelligence (Investigation).

Provide First Aid

Combatants can make a Wisdom (Medicine)
check to provide first aid to an ally during
combat. Some first aid actions require a
first aid kit for essential supplies, others do
not.

Administering First Aid
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DC

Combat Action & Result

Kit Required

10

Stabilize an ally at 0 hit points.

No

10

Smother a fire on an ally.

No

Poison DC

Give an ally advantage on their next poison saving throw.

Yes

Allow an ally to make a save to end an
ongoing effect from a poison or drug.

Yes

Suppressive Fire

Suppressive Fire is when a combatant
sprays an area with bullets endangering
everyone in the field of fire. This is done to
allow teammates a chance to move or act
in the open without being shot at by the
enemy, or simply to threaten a large group
of opponents with gunfire.
The combatant performing suppressive
fire first designates a target area within the
weapon’s normal range. The target area is a
line or a series of adjacent spaces up to the
size of the allowed target area.
Romeo Sinclair is facing off against a cadre
of criminals firing at his allies from behind
a concrete barrier. He’s got a light machine
gun which can cover up to a 30-foot target.
The barrier is only 25 feet across so Romeo
targets the full length of it endangering all
his enemies.
Suppressive Fire can be performed with a
semi-auto or full-auto weapon.

Supressive Fire Options
Semi-Auto
• Target an area 10 feet wide.
• The attacker needs to have 8 rounds left
in their weapon’s magazine.
• The rounds are expended to take the
action.
Full-Auto
• Target an area up to 30 feet wide.
• The attacker needs to have 20 rounds
left in their weapon’s magazine.
• The rounds are expended to take the
action.

Any targets in or between the shooter
and the targeted area are subject to the
Suppressive Fire effects. (If using a map, you
can draw a line from the right and left ends
of the area targeted back to the shooter. Any
space with the center of the space within
the area is affected.) This is called the Field
of Fire.
Anyone in the Field of Fire, who is not behind
effective total cover will be hit. (There is no
attack roll, and no critical hits are possible.)
Combatants in the Field of Fire can use the
Dive for Cover reaction to avoid the damage
but must decide to do so before damage is
rolled. The shooter rolls damage once for all
targets.
The Field of Fire remains until the beginning
of your next turn, until you move, until you
are moved by someone else, or until you
suffer a condition that stops you from firing;
whichever comes first. Anyone entering the
Field of Fire, or coming out of total cover
within it, while it is in effect will take damage
automatically.
Sue Fairfield and Mack Williams are pinned
down by a cadre of criminals, three of
which are kneeling behind a barrier with
guns drawn. Sue wants to lay down some
covering fire for Mack so he can charge
up and jump over the barricade. On her
turn Sue leans around the corner and uses
her action for Covering fire with her M4
carbine on full-auto. She selects a length
of the barrier about 25 feet wide where the
three criminals are located but leaves some
room at the end so Mack doesn’t have to
cross into the field of fire on his turn. The
three criminals now have a choice: Dive for
Cover, or stay where they are and get hit.
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Two decide to Dive for Cover as a reaction,
they lay down behind the barricade. The
other decides not to and is hit by one of
the hail of bullets from Sue’s gun. The M4
does 1d12 damage, Sue rolls and deals 7
damage to the thug.
Note that Suppressive Fire is not
considered an “attack” by the shooter. It
can be considered a type of “attack” by the
defender when using talents or reactions
triggered by being attacked with a ranged
attack.

Use an Object

Combatants can use their action to quickly
use a computer, control panel, or other
object that requires a few seconds to
accomplish a goal. This may or may not
involve an ability check. The Game Master
adjudicates which uses of an object require
an action to perform.

Bonus Actions
Combatants can perform one bonus action
during their turn. Most bonus actions
are granted by special class talents or
feats. Most, but not all, bonus actions are
situational.

Off-Hand Attacks
(Two Weapon Fighting)

An off-hand attack is a special attack made
as a bonus action. You can only make an
off-hand attack when all the following
conditions are true.
• You have made an attack earlier in the
same turn with a Light weapon. Note
that Light weapons include unarmed
attacks.
• You are wielding another Light weapon
in your other hand, or the hand is free to
make an unarmed attack.
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• You have not taken another bonus
action this turn.
The attack is made with the second light
weapon/fist. Off-Hand Attacks do not add
ability modifiers to damage.
Mel Stackhouse, a bodyguard, is wielding
two concealed carry pistols, one in each
hand. On her turn, she uses an action
to make an attack with the pistol in her
right hand. After resolving that attack,
and because both weapons are light,
she decides to make an Off-Hand Attack
with the pistol in her left hand. For the
second attack, Mel does not get to add her
Dexterity modifier to the damage if she
hits, because it is an off-hand attack.

Reload, Bonus

If a weapon has a Bonus reload speed, it
can be reloaded by a combatant as a bonus
action. The weapon will have its full number
of rounds after reloading. Combatants
must have a hand free to reload. Pulling the
ammunition from inventory is part of this
bonus action.

Free Actions
As a turn is about 6 seconds long,
combatants can also perform various
activities deemed free actions during their
turn. This includes activities such as: make a
witty remark, call out orders, push a button,
open a door, pull a single weapon, pick up
a small object, and so forth. Combatants
that want to pull more than one weapon
or other item from inventory will need to
take a standard action to do so. The Game
Master is the arbiter of what actions you can
take for free during your turn.
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Reactions
Reactions are actions that can be taken
during anyone’s turn. Combatants can only
make one reaction per round. When their
next turn starts, this is reset. Reactions
can only be used when the circumstance
that triggers them occurs. When they are
finished, play continues with the active
combatant’s turn. Most reactions are
granted to heroes through their class or a
feat. All combatants have access to the Dive
for Cover action.

Dive For Cover

When a combatant is about to take damage
from an area effect such as an explosion or
Suppressive Fire, they can use their reaction
to Dive for Cover and avoid the damage.
When diving for cover, combatants try to
get out of the area of effect, leave the field
of fire, or get behind full cover that can
completely block the attack. Here is how
that works:
Combatants may move up to half their
speed to the nearest safe space or location:
A. Behind total cover capable of blocking
the effect (see Cover for details)
B. Out of the field of fire (see Suppressive
Fire for details)
C. Outside the area of effect
Normal movement rules apply to this
movement.

If they can reach a qualifying location:
• They avoid all damage and effects
• They fall prone at the end of their
movement, if not already prone

If they don’t reach a qualifying location

• They suffer specified damage and
effects
• They fall prone at the end of their
movement, if not already prone
A guerilla fighter has just thrown a
fragmentation grenade right where Dexter
LaFontaine is standing. Dexter would like
to dive for cover if he can. The grenade’s
radius is 20 feet, more than half of Dexter’s
movement: 15 feet. Lucky for Dexter, there
is an open window 10 feet away, so he
dives through the window and lands prone
on the other side. The GM determines the
wall of the building will stop the shrapnel
from the grenade, so Dexter is safe.
Generally, if a combatant can’t escape using
Dive for Cover there isn’t much point in using
it. That said, if they do, and fail to escape an
effect, they can still make any saving throws
they are normally allowed. The movement
granted by this reaction is “free” in that it is
not deducted from your normal movement
on your turn.
If you are not using a map, whether a
qualifying location is reachable is at the
GMs discretion, but we recommend the
GM allows it unless it makes absolutely no
sense in the given situation. The limitations
placed on Dive for Cover are really just there
to keep it from feeling too unrealistic, not to
make it difficult to use.

Opportunity Attack

If one combatant is adjacent to an enemy
who is armed with a melee weapon, and
then moves away from them, the enemy
can react by making an Opportunity Attack
using their melee weapon.

• They are still allowed the movement
and use their reaction
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Combatants who use the Disengage action
do not provoke an opportunity attack in this
way on their turn. Forced movement, such
as falling or being pushed, does not provoke
an opportunity attack.

that are designed to be used both up close
as a melee weapon and thrown as a ranged
weapon.

For example: Mack Williams has been busy
smashing Dr. Dismember in the face with
a two-by-four. Dr. Dismember panics and
makes a run for his escape pod. Mack gets
to make an opportunity attack as a reaction
as Dr. Dismember turns to run away. Dr.
Dismember should have remembered to
use the Disengage action.

Some talents and situations can grant
combatants more than one attack when
they are using the attack action. While
all part of the same action, each attack is
resolved one at a time.

Attacking
Making an attack is the most common
action taken in combat encounters. Just
about any time a combatant wants to do
violence to another, they are going to be
making an attack of some kind.

Firearm Attacks
There are a few special rules in Everyday
Heroes for attacks made with firearms.

Attacks Using Ammunition Rounds

There are three basic steps to making an
attack:

If a ranged weapon uses ammunition rounds
(having the rounds property in its listing),
there must be a round of ammunition in the
weapon. Attacks using more than one round
must have sufficient rounds. When tracking
ammunition, the rounds should be marked
off as the attack is made.

1. Choose a Target. Declare

Burst Fire

who, what, or where you are
directing your attack against.

2. Attack Roll. The combatant makes

an attack roll to see if the attack hits.

3. Roll Damage. If the attack

hits, roll damage or apply other
effects of the attack.

Melee and Ranged
Attacks are roughly divided between Melee
and Ranged. Ranged attacks are made with
ranged weapons, usually at a distance.
Melee attacks are made with melee
weapons and targets must be adjacent to
the attacker. Throw weapons are those
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Extra Attacks

Fully automatic weapons with the Burst Fire
property can expend additional ammunition to
deal increased damage. The number indicates
the number of rounds required. Using burst
fire gives disadvantage on the attack roll
but adds one dice of damage if the attack
succeeds. Combatants must declare they are
using burst fire before they roll their attack.
Burst fire cannot be used at long range.

Targeting Attacks
When making an attack, combatants must
identify a target. Most of the time, the
target will be a foe the combatant can see.
It is also possible to target objects, a specific
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location, or to fire at an area where you think
a foe may be hidden.

Range
The target of an attack must be within range
of the combatant making an attack. Ranged
weapons all list range values measured in
feet. If two numbers are listed, the second is
long range. Combatants can target enemies
within long range, but the attack roll will
be at disadvantage if it is beyond the first
number listed.

Line of Fire
Line of fire is the path bullets travel from
the shooter to their target. If you are using
a map, any space in a line traced from the
center of the shooter to the center of the
target is in the line of fire.
You need to have a direct line of fire to your
target to attack them. Anything substantial
in between you and your target grants
the target some measure of cover. Other
combatants, friend or foe, between the
attacker and target provide 1/2 cover. (See
Cover rules for details)
Suppressive Fire has a Field of Fire rather
than a Line of Fire. In a field of fire, only total
cover provides any meaningful defense.

Thrown Explosives
Throwing explosives works a bit differently
than other attacks. The attacker throws
an explosive at a location rather than a
combatant. The location must be within
range, and there must be a clear path to the
space. It is possible to throw an explosive at
a space that is behind an obstacle so long as
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the explosive can reasonably be thrown up
and over the obstacle.
A result of 10 or higher on an attack roll is
needed to successfully throw the explosive
to the desired location. If the attacker cannot
see the location, the attack has disadvantage.
If the attacker misses, you need to figure out
where the explosive goes off.

Grenade Direction
First roll a d6 to see what direction it
varies from the intended target space
• 1-2: it falls short
• 3: it veers left
• 4: it veers right
• 5-6: it overshoots

Next roll a d4 and multiply the result by 5
feet. This is how far away from the target
space the explosive lands and goes off.

Grenades launched from handheld grenade
launchers use the same rules but have
longer ranges.
Dr. Margaret Wellington wants to make
her escape from a pack of Dragon Tooth
gang members who have her pinned down
from their firing position up on a rooftop.
She decides to throw a flash bang grenade
up there to blind them. Margaret targets a
space in the middle of the gunmen, which
she can’t see (since it is up on a roof) but is
within range and reachable by her grenade.
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She has disadvantage since she can’t see
the space. She rolls two d20s, a 5 and a 17.
Margaret has to take the 5, and adds her
proficiency bonus, +2, and her dexterity
bonus, +2, but it is only a 9 and she needs a
10 to hit. She rolls a d6 and gets a 2 so the
grenade will fall short. Margaret rolls a d4
and gets a 3. Multiplied by 5, that’s 15 feet
short of the target. It doesn’t even make it
up onto the roof.

Attack Rolls
When making an attack, roll a d20 and then
modify the roll to get a result. If the result
is higher or equal to the target’s Defense,
the attack hits. If it is lower than the target’s
Defense, the attack misses.

Attack Roll Formula

d20 + Ability Modifier + Proficiency Bonus
(conditional)
Which ability modifier to use
• Ranged attacks use Dexterity by default
• Melee attacks use Strength by default
• Melee attacks using weapons with
the “finesse” trait can use Strength or
Dexterity
• Thrown weapons can use Strength or
Dexterity when used as a ranged attack.
There are class talents, feats, and other
instances where different ability modifiers
can be used. An attack can never benefit
from more than one ability modifier unless
specifically noted that it breaks this rule.
To gain your proficiency bonus, you must be
proficient with the equipment category the
weapon is associated with. Unarmed attacks
are considered a type of basic weapon for
this purpose.
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Critical Hits and Critical Misses
Attack rolls have a special feature where if
your die roll is a 20 the attack is a Critical Hit
and automatically successful no matter the
target’s defense. Additional damage is also
assigned. (See the section on Damage for
details)
If a 1 is rolled, the attack is an automatic
failure no matter the modified value. This
is called a Critical Miss. In certain situations,
a critical miss can result in some difficulty
for the attacker, though normally there is
no effect.
Keep in mind that “roll” is the unmodified
value showing on the dice as where “result”
is the total after you apply modifiers.

Defense
Defense is a measure of how difficult it is
to hit or otherwise endanger a target in
combat. Attack roll results higher or equal
to a target’s Defense hit the target. Defense
is determined by a combatant’s defense
formula.

Default Defense Formula
10 + Dexterity modifier

Heroes will have a special defense formula
based on their base class that deter their
defense value. NPC combatants may have
higher defenses as well, though they don’t
follow a strict formula.
Targets that are immobile have a defense
of 10 against ranged attacks. This assumes
the target you are attacking is about 5
feet across. If the immobile target is much
bigger, then you can hit it on any roll but a
critical miss. Likewise attacking an immobile
target, regardless of size, with a melee
weapon only fails on a critical miss.

Cover
Walls, trees, cars, combatants, and other
obstacles can provide cover during combat,
making a target more difficult to harm. A
target can benefit from cover only when
an attack or other effect originates on
the opposite side of the cover. There are
three degrees of cover. If a target is behind
multiple sources of cover, only the most
protective degree of cover applies.
Cover offers combatants a fixed Defense
score. Combatants in cover can either use
their normal defense score or the cover
defense score, whichever is higher.

Half Cover

Half cover provides a Defense of 16. A target
has half cover if an obstacle blocks at least
half of its body. The obstacle might be a low
wall, a large piece of furniture, a narrow
tree trunk, a medium-sized automobile, or
another person, whether that person is an
enemy or a friend.

Three Quarter’s Cover

Half cover provides a Defense of 20. A target
has three-quarters cover if about threequarters of it is covered by an obstacle. The
obstacle might be a tall wall, a large truck,
or a thick tree trunk. For example, a person
leaning around a corner or peeking over a
wall typically has three-quarters cover.

Total Cover

A target has total cover if it is completely
concealed by an obstacle. A target with total
cover can’t be targeted directly by an attack,
although some weapons can reach such a
target by including it in an area of effect.

Positioning and Cover

Combatants can position themselves with
respect to suitable obstacles so that they
can gain 1/2, 3/4, or total cover. The GM has
discretion in these situations.
For example: A combatant can go prone
behind a two-foot-tall wall and have total
cover behind it. They could kneel behind
such a wall and have 1/2 cover. They could
peek around the end of the wall while
prone and have 3/4 cover. Standing behind
the wall, it is not tall enough to count as
any cover at all.

Penetrating Through Cover

If the attacker is using a weapon with a
greater Penetration Value (PV) than the
Armor Value (AV) of the cover, the attacker
can ignore cover defense provided they can
see the target.

Destroying Cover

A melee weapon or explosive can be used
to destroy cover. So long as the penetration
value of the weapon is greater than the
armor value of the cover, a successful attack
against the cover will effectively destroy it.
Explosives can destroy cover up to the size
of the explosion, a melee attack will destroy
a 5-foot section.

Unseen Attackers
When an attacker is completely hidden from
the target, the attacker has advantage on
their attack.

Armor Value for Materials
Armor Value (AV)

Cover Material
Plate glass, Cloth partitions

0

Light interior walls, Hollow core doors, Upholstered
furniture, Plywood furniture, Reinforced Glass

1

Metal doors, Exterior walls, Thick wooden table, Bullet proof
glass, Sheet metal, Car doors and walls, Other people

2

Brick wall, Sandbags, Tree trunk, Light armor plating

3

Engine block, Concrete Wall, Heavy armor plating

4

An earthworks bunker, Battleship armor, Massive stone walls

5

Long Range
Ranged attacks made at long range have
disadvantage on their attack roll. Long range
is the second number listed in a weapon’s
range. If the distance to the target is under
the long range value, but over the first range
value, the attack is at long range.

Ranged Attacks from Close
Combat
It is difficult to make ranged attacks when
being attacked in melee combat because
opponents can interfere. Combatants get
disadvantage making ranged attacks when
a foe is standing adjacent to them and the
foe is capable of fighting.

Ranged Attacks into Close
Combat
It is difficult and dangerous to fire a ranged
weapon at an enemy in close combat with
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an ally. Anyone engaged in close combat
has 1/2 cover. If the attack is a critical miss,
an ally is hit with the attack. If there are
multiple allies, the GM selects the one they
deem closest to the attacker.

Special Attack Types
Special attacks can be performed whenever
an attack can be performed unless a specific
type of attack is specified. Each type of
special attack has its own rules.

Grappling

Grappling is a special type of attack.
Combatants can grapple so long as they
have a free hand and can otherwise make an
attack. If the combatant has multiple attacks,
one or more of them can be a grapple. The
target must be adjacent and no more than
one size category larger than the attacker.
Grappling uses the contest rules: make a
Strength (Athletics) check opposed by the
target’s Strength (Athletics) or Dexterity
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(Acrobatics). The defender chooses
which roll they make. If the attacker wins
the contest, the defender is considered
Grappled.

roll they make. If the attacker wins the
contest, the defender drops their weapon.
If the attacker has a free hand, they can
instead take the weapon.

The grappler can release a Grappled
opponent at any time on their turn.
Otherwise, the target must make an escape
on their turn to get free.

To disarm an opponent with a slashing
weapon, you must be wielding a melee
weapon and cannot grab the weapon.

If a combatant is currently Grappled, they
can take an action to try and escape with a
contest using a Strength (Athletics) check
or a Dexterity (Acrobatics) check against
the grappler’s Strength (Athletics) check.

Damage Rolls

Shoving / Tripping

Shoving/Tripping are special types of attack.
If the attacker has multiple attacks, one or
more of them can be used to shove or trip.
Combatants can only shove/trip an adjacent
opponent up to one size category larger
than themselves.
Shoving/Tripping uses the contest rules:
make a Strength (Athletics) check opposed
by the target’s Strength (Athletics) or
Dexterity (Acrobatics). The defender
chooses which roll they make. If the attacker
wins the contest, they can either knock the
defender prone, or push them back 5 feet
away from the attacker.

Disarming

Most successful attacks result in damage
to the target(s) of the attack. Damage is
determined with a damage roll. The dice
used are listed in the weapon or in the
description of special attacks.
For most weapon damage rolls, an ability
modifier is also added to the damage.
• Strength modifier for melee attacks
• Dexterity modifier for ranged attacks
• Strength or Dexterity for melee attacks
with weapons that have the “finesse” trait
• None for explosives
If a source of damage affects more than one
combatant, roll once and apply the damage
to all affected combatants.
Saoirse O’Connor has hit an opponent with
her Desert Eagle pistol. The pistol normally
deals 1d12 damage. This is a ranged attack,
so Saoirse can add her Dexterity modifier,
+4, to the damage. Saoirse rolls a 5 on the
d10, adds the +4 from the pistol, then adds
the +4 from her dex making the total result
13 points of damage.

Disarming is a special type of attack. If the
attacker has multiple attacks, one or more
of them can be a disarm. The attacker must
be adjacent to the target and must either
have a free hand or be wielding a melee
weapon.

Critical Hits

Disarming uses the contest rules: Make a
Strength (Athletics) check opposed by the
target’s Strength (Athletics) or Dexterity
(Acrobatics). The defender chooses which

When an attack results in a critical hit, roll
the weapon/attack’s damage twice, adding
the result. Bonus damage from ability
modifiers is still only added once to the
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total. Explosives do not do extra damage on
a critical hit.
If Saoirse O’Connor rolls a critical hit with
her Desert Eagle pistol, the pistol normally
deals 1d12 damage. Saoirse rolls the 1d12
twice. She gets 7 on the first roll, and 12 on
the second for a total of 23 damage. Then
she adds her +4 Dexterity modifier for a
final total of 27 damage.

Damage Types
Every damaging attack has a damage type.
Some rules such as damage reduction and
armor traits such as ballistic hinge on what
type of damage is being dealt. The following
damage types are used in Everyday Heroes:
• Acid. Any type of corrosive effect.
• Bludgeoning. Blunt weapons or
unarmed attacks.
• Ballistic. Damage from bullets.
• Fire. Heat and open flame.
• Electrical. Electrical shocks and burns.
• Piercing. Daggers, arrows, spears and
so forth.
• Poison. Both natural and man-made
toxins.
• Slashing. Knives, swords, and other
cutting weapons.
• Explosive. Intense shock waves in air
or water.
Damaging explosions always allow a Dexterity
saving throw to take half damage to anyone
caught in the blast. If the explosive is from an
attack, the DC is 8 + attackers total attack
bonus for ranged attacks. Otherwise, the DC
is listed by the device, trap, etc.
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Damage Reduction
Damage reduction is a property that lowers
how much damage is taken by a combatant.
In most cases damage reduction comes
from equipment someone is wearing. The
amount of the reduction will be listed in
parentheses after the damage type.
Leticia Wright is wearing a fire suit and runs
into a burning building to save a puppy. The
GM decides the intense fire is going to do
3d6 damage and rolls 15. Her fire suit has
Fire Damage Reduction (10) so that reduces
the damage she takes to only 5 points.

Taking Damage
Whenever anyone or anything takes
damage, it lowers their hit points. So long
as a combatant has 1 or more hit points,
they can act normally. Hit points cannot be
reduced below 0.

What it means to lose hit points
Game mechanics wise, it just means
someone is closer to being knocked out
or killed. Story wise, it can be a bit more
nuanced. Losing hit points might mean
suffering a physical injury. It might mean
you got lucky as an attack whizzes buy, but
your luck is running out. It could also mean
you dodged or deflected an attack at the
last moment, but it took some of the fight
out of you to do so.
Everyday Heroes was written with the idea
that not every hit necessarily makes physical
contact. This is why it is relatively easy to
recover hit points simply by resting and
why by default, armor only kicks in when
damage is about to drop you to zero hit
points. Ultimately it is up to the GM and the
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players to use their imaginations and decide
exactly what happens when an attack hits.

0 Hit Points
When a hero takes damage such that they
are reduced to 0 hit points, they immediately
either die or fall unconscious.
If the damage taken, in excess of the amount
needed to reduce a hero to 0 hit points,
is greater than their hit point maximum,
they die immediately. Otherwise, they
immediately fall Unconscious and Prone.
Any hit points recovered will return them to
consciousness.
NPCs controlled by the GM generally die
immediately at 0 hit points, though the GM
can have important NPCs follow the same
rules used for heroes if they so choose. They
can even have them always fall unconscious
but stable at 0 if they like. It all depends
on the tone the GM wants to set for the
adventure.

Death Saving Throws

Any time a hero starts a turn with 0 hit
points, they must make a death saving
throw using a d20. There are no modifiers for
a death saving throw. Results are as follows:

•
•
•
•

Death Saves
20. They heal 1 hit point, regain
consciousness and may take their turn
normally.
10-19. They score 1 success. If it is their
third success, they stabilize.
2-9. They score 1 failure. If it is their
third failure, they die.
1. They score 2 failures, if it is their third
failure or more, they die.

Taking Damage at 0 Hit Points

If a hero takes damage while at 0 hit points,
it counts as 1 failed death saving throw. If
they take a critical hit, it counts as 2 failures.
If the damage number is greater than their
hit point maximum, they die.

Stabilizing

A stabilized hero is still at 0 hit points, but
they no longer need to make death saving
throws on their turn. If they are damaged
again, they must resume death saving
throws.
A hero can be stabilized through a DC 10
Wisdom (Medicine) check using the First Aid
action.

Knockouts
When a melee attack is going to reduce a
combatant to 0 hit points, the attacker can
choose to avoid killing the target. The target
falls unconscious but is considered stable.

Recovering Lost Hit Points
Heroes can recover lost hit points in a
number of ways. The most common is
simply getting some rest to regain stamina
and the will to fight. They can also get hit
points back through medical care and
attention.
Heroes can recover hit points up to their
hit point maximum. Anything recovered
beyond their hit point maximum has no
effect. Only living beings can recover hit
points. Most recovery involves spending
hit dice, rolling them to see how many hit
points are recovered. Hit dice are typically
regained during a long rest.
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Personal Armor
Personal armor is worn to defend the wearer
against serious wounds. It only comes into
play when a combatant will be dropped to
0 Hit Points by an attack by stopping the
damage on a successful armor save.
1. Compare the armor’s Armor Value to
the attacker’s Penetration Value.
a. If the Armor Value is equal or higher,
the armor helps, go to step 2.
b. If the Penetration Value is higher, the
armor doesn’t help you, go to step 3.
2. Make a DC 20 Armor saving throw.
a. If you succeed, you take no damage.
b. If you fail, you take full damage.
3. The armor has been damaged. Decrease
the Save Bonus of the armor by 5. It
will now be harder to make your next
Armor Save. You should probably buy
new armor.

Armor Saving Throw Formula

d20 + your armor’s Save Bonus + Proficiency
Bonus (conditional)
Note that some personal armor only
protects against certain types of damage or
attacks. See the armor trait descriptions for
details.

Resting
Taking some time to catch your breath,
clean and bandage your wounds, and maybe
get something to eat can do wonders for
any hero. Resting is the primary way that
heroes regain lost hit points and replenish
limited special talents.
There are two types of rest: a short rest
and a long rest. Interruptions extend the
time needed to rest by the duration of the
interruption.

Short Rest
A short rest lasts for at least 1 hour during
which participants can eat, drink, nap, read,
chat, and tend to their wounds.
At the end of a short rest, you can spend one
or more hit dice, up to your maximum hit
points, to recover lost hit points. For each
hit die spent, roll the appropriate dice and
add them together. You can spend them one
at a time.

Long Rest
A long rest lasts for at least 8 hours during
which the participants sleep for at least
6 hours. The remainder may be spent
on watch, eating, drinking, or otherwise
relaxing.
At the end of a long rest, participants
recover to their hit point maximum and
regain a number of spent hit dice up to half
their full hit dice.
You can only take one long rest in a 24-hour
period. You must have 1 hit point or more to
benefit from a long rest.
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Medical Care During Rest
When heroes take a short rest, their healing
can be improved through medical attention.
The hero, or other person who is providing
the medical attention, requires a first aid
kit or other medical supplies for this task.
Furthermore, they themselves cannot
recover hit points during the rest as they are
working to care for others. Anyone helping
them in this task, likewise does not recover
during the rest.
The care provider must succeed on a DC10
Wisdom (Medicine) check. If they succeed,
everyone gains a re-roll for each hit die they
spend to recover hit points. If they fail, hit
points are recovered normally. An assistant
can help, providing advantage on the check.

Temporary Hit Points
Temporary hit points are tracked differently
than normal Hit Points. Any damage taken
is first applied to temporary hit points.
Only when they are depleted are normal hit
points reduced. Temporary hit points cannot
be recovered. An unconscious combatant
can receive temporary hit points, but
they do not recover, stabilize, or regain
consciousness. All temporary hit points are
lost at the end of a long rest.
If someone has temporary hit points already,
and receives more, they are not added
together. Compare the new amount being
added to those they already have. Their new
total is the larger of the two.
For Example: Romeo Sinclair has 6
temporary hit points. He drinks a super
soldier energy tonic which grants 2d6
temporary hit points, rolling a 10. Since
this is larger than what he has currently,
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he now has 10 temporary hit points. Later,
Romeo is fighting a group of hot-yoga
hooligans when one of them hits him
with a spiked baseball bat for 12 damage.
Romeo loses his 10 temporary hit points,
leaving 2 remaining. Romeo then loses 2 of
his normal hit points.

Environmental
Challenges
Trudging through deep snow and icy winds
towards the secret base of a doomsday
base. Holding your breath long enough to
defuse the bomb planted beneath the pier
as a shark circles you with keen interest.
Plummeting from a rooftop looking
desperately for some way to break your fall.
Dangerous environments make for exciting
adventures.

Falling
At the end of a fall of more than 10’ in height,
the victim suffers 1d8 bludgeoning damage
for each 10’ they fall. The victim lands Prone
if any damage is taken.
Depending on the circumstances, the
GM may allow heroes to make Strength
(Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatics) checks
to reduce the damage taken or avoid all
damage by interacting with the environment
to slow or arrest their fall.

Visibility
Smoke, fog, and a lack of lighting can all
impact visibility. These cultures are also
applicable if someone’s vision is sufficiently
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impaired. There are three levels of visibility:
Good, Poor, and none. The Combat section
of the rules has details on attacking blindly
and being attacked by hidden targets.

Night vision devices and similar equipment
allows users to avoid the effects from dim
lighting or darkness but not from fog,
smoke, or similar particulates.

Effects of Visibility
Level

Description

Effect

Good visibility

Good lighting and
minimal particulates

None

Poor visibility

Light fog, light smoke,
blurry vision, dim lighting

Disadvantage on Wisdom
(Perception) checks based on sight.
Disadvantage on ranged
attacks beyond 5 feet.

No visibility

Heavy fog or smoke,
minimal to no illumination

Cannot see.

Hide and Seek
Combatants can attempt to hide themselves
by making a Dexterity (Stealth) check.
Until they are revealed or decide to leave
hiding, anyone actively looking for them
must contest their check with a Wisdom
(Perception) check. Those who are not
looking but could reasonably detect them
under the circumstances get a passive
Wisdom (Perception) check to discover
them.
Combatants cannot normally hide from
anyone who can clearly see them prior to
hiding. Furthermore, they will give their
position away if they make significant noise.
The Game Master is the final arbiter of when
heroes are capable of hiding and when they
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are not. Normally combatants are keeping a
watchful eye out for danger, but the Game
Master may allow heroes to sneak up on an
enemy in the right circumstances.
Note that sight, sound, and smell can all
come into play when hiding and seeking
is taking place.

Conditions
Conditions are special states that can apply
to heroes and foes alike. Most are adverse,
but some can be beneficial. If you are
unsure what effect a situation could have
on combatants, this is a good place to look
for answers.

Blinded

Grappled

• A blinded person fails all ability checks
requiring sight.
• The blinded person’s attack rolls have
disadvantage.
• Attacks against the blind person have
advantage.

• A grappled person’s speed becomes 0,
and it can’t benefit from any bonus to
their speed.
• The condition ends if the grappler is
Incapacitated.
• The condition ends if an effect removes
the grappled creature from the reach of
the grappler or grappling effect.

Deafened
A deafened person fails all ability checks
requiring hearing.

• An Incapacitated person can’t take
actions or reactions.

Exhaustion
Exhaustion has multiple levels, each with
a cumulative effect. Whenever a person
becomes exhausted, they gain one level of
exhaustion. Finishing a long rest reduces
exhaustion by one level, provided food and
drink are available.

Effects of Exhaustion
Exhaustion
Level

Effect

5

Disadvantage on
ability checks
Speed halved
Disadvantage on attack
rolls and saving throws
Hit point maximum
halved
Speed reduced to 0

6

Death

1
2
3
4

Incapacitated

Paralyzed
• A paralyzed person is Incapacitated and
can’t move or speak.
• The person automatically fails Strength
and Dexterity saving throws.
• Attack rolls against the person have
advantage.
• Any attack that hits the person is a
critical hit if the attacker is within 5 feet
of the person.

Prone
• A prone person’s only movement
opinion is to crawl or stand up.
• The prone combatant has disadvantage
on melee and thrown attack rolls.
• Melee attack rolls against a prone target
have advantage.
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Restrained

Unconscious

• A restrained person’s speed becomes 0,
and they can’t benefit from any bonus
to their speed.
• Attack rolls against the creature have
advantage, and the person’s attack rolls
have disadvantage.
• The person has disadvantage on
Dexterity saving throws.

• An unconscious person is Incapacitated,
can’t move or speak, and is unaware of
their surroundings.
• The person drops whatever they are
holding and falls prone.
• The person automatically fails Strength
and Dexterity saving throws.
• Attack rolls against the person have
advantage.
• Any attack that hits the person is a
critical hit if the attacker is within 5 feet
of the creature.

Sick
• A person who is sick has disadvantage
on attack rolls and ability checks.

Stunned
• A stunned person is Incapacitated, can’t
move, and can speak only falteringly.
• The person automatically fails Strength
and Dexterity saving throws.
• Attack rolls against the person have
advantage.
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Game Mastering
As the Game Master – abbreviated as GM – you are
responsible for everything in the game’s story besides the
main characters, who are of course the player characters. You
decide what happens in the world, what can be found in each
location, what plot points are introduced, what everyone
besides the players is doing, and what happens as a result of
the players actions.
But don’t be too intimidated! At its most basic level, being
the game master is just about describing a scenario, asking
the players what they do, and describing the outcome of
their actions. Of course, there’s a lot more to being the GM
than that, but this basic loop will be repeated continuously in
a variety of ways throughout the game, and everything else
flows from there.

Describing the Scene
Usually, each adventure, each session,
and each scene begins with narration. You
explain to the players where they are, what’s
going on, who else is there, what information
they know, and/or what’s happened so far.
You then ask some variation of, “what do
you do?”. Once you get into a flow with your
players, you may not even need to ask, but
the question should still be implied as you
finish your narration.

Player Actions
One or more players will then describe what
they want to do. This might be choosing
their combat actions, speaking to an NPC
or another player character, or interacting
with the world in any way they can imagine.

Rolling Dice
If there is a chance they could succeed or fail
at their action, you tell them what to roll.
Outside of combat, this is usually an ability
check of some kind, but you may call for
a saving throw or attack roll as well if the
situation calls for it. Combat involves a lot of
rolling of all types, especially attack rolls. If
the player’s action doesn’t need a roll, then
you can skip straight to the resolution.

Resolution
Once any necessary dice are rolled, you
narrate the result in much the same way you
described the initial scene. You may simply
say, “okay, you do that. What next?” for
simple actions like walking over to a desk,
but most of the time you should describe
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the result of their action, again ending with
an explicit or implied “what do you do?”.
You might ask what the rest of the players
are doing, what the next player in initiative
order wants to do, or continue this back and
forth with one player until what they are
doing is resolved.

Is That Everything?
Yes and no. That’s all you really need to
do in order to be a Game Master. In some
ways, it is very simple. In other respects,
it’s an activity that no matter how much
experience and talent you have, there are
always ways to improve and find creative
ideas to add to your Game Mastering skill
set.
The Everyday Heroes core rules is chock full
of Game Mastering advice, optional rules,
and resources for creating adventures.
There are also wonderful videos out there
where experienced GMs share their own
advice and wisdom about running a great
gaming session or campaign. But the first
big step is simply gathering up your friends
and running a game. Our biggest piece of
advice is to relax, focus on the fun, and learn
by doing.
Before running the included adventure,
read it thoroughly and make sure you are
familiar with the game rules presented
in this Quickstart Guide. From there, get
together with your players and create
heroes together. This is a great way for
everyone to get to know one another, both
as players and as the heroes they will play.
Last but certainly not least, jump into the
adventure with both feet!
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Opponents and Allies
We’ve gathered up a tiny number of the many opponents and allies from Everyday Heroes™,
both for use in “Welcome to the Jungle” and for creating your own adventures.

Goon

Medium person (human)
Defense 11
Hit Points 26 (4d8 + 8)
Armor Leather Jacket (+10, AV 1)
Speed 30 ft.

STR
DEX
CON

15 (+2) INT
11 (+0) WIS
14 (+2) CHA

8 (-1)
9 (-1)
10 (+0)

Skills. Intimidation +2, Streetwise +3
Senses. passive Perception 9
Challenge 1/2
Roles. Hulk, Melee, Fodder
Equipment. Medium improvised weapon

(chain, pipe, etc.), street clothes, Pocket stuff
Dogpile. The thug has advantage on an attack
roll against an enemy if at least one of the
thug’s allies is within 5 feet of that enemy and
the ally isn’t incapacitated.

Actions

Multiattack. The goon makes two attacks:

one with its unarmed strike and one with its
improvised weapon.
Unarmed Strike. Melee Attack: +4 to hit,
PV 1, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4 + 2)
bludgeoning damage.
Improvised Weapon. Melee Attack: +4 to
hit, PV 1, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d8
+ 2) bludgeoning damage.
Goons are experienced street toughs. They
might be working for the mob, leading lesser
punks, or providing a gang some extra
muscle.
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Gang Leader

Medium person (human)
Defense 16
Hit Points 82 (11d8 + 33)
Armor Light Ballistic Vest (+15, AV 2,
Ballistic, Concealable)
Speed 30 ft.

STR
DEX
CON

18 (+4) INT
18 (+4) WIS
16 (+3) CHA

14 (+2)
15 (+2)
14 (+2)

Saves. Con +6, Wis +5, Cha +5
Skills. Athletics +7, Acrobatics +7, Driving/

Piloting +7, Intimidation +5, Perception +5,
Security +5, Stealth +7, Streetwise +6
Senses. passive Perception 15

Challenge 5
Roles. Leader
Equipment. SMG, street clothes, pocket stuff

Actions

Get ‘Em! The gang leader makes two unarmed

strikes or one ranged attack, then up to two
allies that can hear the gang leader can make
an attack as a reaction.
Unarmed Strike. Melee Attack: +7 to hit,
PV 1, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d6 + 4)
bludgeoning damage.
SMG (30 rounds; bonus reload). Ranged
Attack: +7 to hit, PV 2, range 100/200 ft., one
target. Hit: 9 (1d10 + 4) ballistic damage, or 15
(2d10 + 4) ballistic damage when using burst fire.
Leading a street gang requires an iron will and
an iron fist. A gang leader is usually the most
dangerous criminal in the group.

Beat Cop

Medium person (human)
Defense 13
Hit Points 11 (2d8 + 2)
Armor Light Ballistic Vest (+15,
AV 2, Ballistic, Concealable)
Speed 30 ft.

STR
DEX
CON

14 (+2) INT
13 (+1) WIS
12 (+1) CHA

10 (+0)
11 (+0)
11 (+0)

Skills. Athletics +4, Driving/Piloting
+3, Intimidation +2, Streetwise +2
Senses. passive Perception 10

Challenge 1/4
Roles. Support, Fodder
Equipment. Service Pistol,

Police kit, Pocket stuff

Actions

Cuff ‘Em. The cop tries to cuff a combatant it

has grappled. The target must make a DC 12
Strength saving throw or be cuffed. The cop
decides if the target is cuffed to an object,
to the cop, or to itself. A combatant cuffed
to an object or the cop cannot move further
than 5 feet from what it is cuffed to and has
disadvantage on any attack rolls made with the
cuffed hand. A combatant cuffed to itself has
disadvantage on any attack roll or ability check
that uses its hands.
Nightstick. Melee Attack: +4 to hit, PV 1, reach
5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4 + 2) bludgeoning
damage.

Service Pistol (21 rounds; bonus reload)
Ranged Attack: +3 to hit, PV 2, range 100/200
ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d10 + 1) ballistic damage.

Rookie cops, traffic cops, or any other lower ranking
member of law enforcement, beat cops take on the
jobs no one else in their department wants.
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Ancient Hunter
Medium person (human)
Defense 12
Hit Points 22 (4d8 + 4)
Armor Speed 30 ft.

STR
DEX
CON

15 (+2) INT
11 (+0) WIS
14 (+2) CHA

8 (-1)
9 (-1)
10 (+0)

Skills. Perception +4, Stealth +5, Survival +6
Senses. passive Perception 14
Challenge 1/2
Roles. Ranged, Fodder
Equipment. Spear, blowgun, ancient attire

Actions

Spear. Melee or Ranged Attack: +3 to hit, PV

1, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one target.
Hit: 5 (1d8 + 1) piercing damage, or 6 (1d10 +
1) piercing damage if used with two hands to
make a melee attack.
Blowgun. Ranged Attack: +4 to hit, PV 0, range
30/60 ft., one target. Hit: 3 piercing damage,
and the target must make a DC 12 Constitution
saving throw, taking 11 (2d10) poison damage
on a failed save, or half as much on a successful
one.
Ancient hunters use poisoned darts or arrows to
protect their territories.

Variant: Archer

Equipment. Spear, bow, quiver filled with
arrows
Bow. Ranged Attack: +4 to hit, PV 1, range
200/800 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d8 + 2)
piercing damage, and the target must make
a DC 12 Constitution saving throw, taking 5
(1d10) poison damage on a failed save, or half
as much on a successful one.
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Zombie

is the zombie’s turn, it can immediately attempt
a grapple against the target as a bonus action.

Medium monster (undead)
Defense 8
Hit Points 6 (1d8 + 2)
Armor Speed 20 ft.

STR
DEX
CON

14 (+2) INT
13 (+1) WIS
12 (+1) CHA

The living dead. They wander about in packs,
grabbing hold of anyone they can find to satiate
their eternal hunger.

Variant: Runner
10 (+0)
11 (+0)
11 (+0)

Speed 30 ft.
These zombies are as fast as the living.
You’re going to have to run!

Senses. passive Perception 8
Challenge 1/8
Roles. Melee, Fodder
Equipment. Tattered clothing, pocket stuff
Aim For The Head. An attacker that does

not already have disadvantage can take
disadvantage on any attack roll against the
zombie. If they do, that attack ignores the
zombie’s Undead Fortitude talent.
Flammable. When the zombie takes any fire
damage, it is lit on fire.
Undead Fortitude. If damage reduces
the zombie to 0 hit points, it must make a
Constitution saving throw with a DC equal to
the damage taken, unless the damage is from a
critical hit. On a success, the zombie drops to 1
hit point instead.
Undead Nature. The zombie cannot be
frightened, inebriated, paralyzed, sick, or
stunned, and it cannot gain exhaustion. It is
immune to poison damage.

Actions

Bite. Melee Attack: +3 to hit, PV 1, reach 5 ft.,
one target grappled by the zombie. Hit: 4 (1d6
+ 1) piercing damage and the target is infected
with the zombie virus. This attack is made at
advantage.
Swipe. Melee Attack: +3 to hit, PV 0, reach 5 ft.,
one target. Hit: 2 bludgeoning damage and if it
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WELCOME TO THE
JUNGLE
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Welcome to the Jungle
Now that you know how to play the game, it’s time to do
exactly that. If you are a player then read no further, this
section is for Game Masters only. Welcome to the Jungle is
an introductory adventure that will give you and your players
a taste of exactly how a game of Everyday Heroes plays out.

Adventure Summary
Disturbing reports have come from the Brazilian Amazon
about the fate of Grayson McGuire, an investigative reporter,
and his TV crew. He went into the rainforest three weeks
ago for reasons unknown. The last anyone heard of him was
when he made a satellite call from the middle of the jungle
and gave a garbled account of “ghosts” and a “phantom
shaman” – but surely, that can’t be true? REDEMPTION is
sending their best agents into the field with instructions to
find out exactly what happened.

What is REDEMPTION?
Officially, REDEMPTION doesn’t exist. Unofficially, they are a shadow
organization created by some members of the UN that believe more
could be done to help people in need around the world but might
be officially prevented from doing so. They’re independent, so while
patron countries can give them directions and ASK them to do certain
tasks, they’re not required to do so. They’re also independently
funded, through their own activities and through some donations
they occasionally receive from the founders and those they help, once
they’re able to do so.
Aside from that, they’re a second... and sometimes LAST chance for
those who’ve fallen off the grid, but whose skills are still useful. It’s a
chance for folks to make a difference and change the world for a better
place. It’s risky, no doubt, but for some the work suits them.
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Running the Adventure
To run this adventure, you need only this
QuickStart Guide. All creatures or NPCs in
this adventure whose names appear in bold
have a stat block found at the end of the
adventure.
Likewise, all the equipment featured in this
adventure can be found in this guide.
Sections of text in italics are descriptions
of either places or people. You should read
these aloud to your players (or paraphrase
them, if you prefer) when you get to the
relevant section.
Sometimes knowledge is dependent on a
successful skill check. These checks can have
multiple degrees of success, with higher
degrees giving more information.
Read through this adventure in its entirety
before you play. Even though it is a simple
adventure, players have a knack of doing
the unexpected. If you know what is around
the corner you are less likely to improvise
something that will later paint you into a
corner. Though take it from us, this will still
happen. No one said a GM’s life was easy.

Know Your Table
By their very nature roleplay games include
elements that some people may not be
comfortable with. Exactly what elements
may be problematic vary from player to
player, depending on their personality and
life experiences. Welcome to the Jungle
contains themes of colonialism, oppression
of indigenous peoples and ecological
destruction. In particular it contains one
scene where the heroes are attacked by what
appear to be Amazonian Indians. Although

they turn out to be European mercenaries,
until the heroes discover this, it may make
some players feel uncomfortable. There are
tips on changing this scene, if this maybe
the case at your table.
At the end of the day it is up to the GM to
make sure all the players feel comfortable
with the game they are running. If you are
unsure, talk to your players first. It is better
to potentially reveal a plot point than to risk
putting people in a position which they find
traumatic.

Creating Heroes
The first thing you will need for this
adventure is a group of players. The first
thing these players will need are heroes.
This adventure is designed for four to six
level one heroes.
The players can generate their heroes by
following the steps given in the Heroes
section of the QuickStart Guide. You may
need to work with them to ensure they fit
with the premise of the adventure.
The heroes in Welcome to the Jungle are
employed by the shadowy, international
secret agency REDEMPTION. As such
they will likely have been drawn from the
very best armed forces and government
institutions around the globe. Most will
be of a military bent, though this includes
medics, scientists, assassins and various
other specialists. Indeed, the broader mix
of skills the party contains, the greater the
chance of their success.
In terms of weapons and other gear, the
heroes will not have been expected to
equip themselves. REDEMPTION will have
given them what they need to do the job,
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and REDEMPTION has very deep pockets.
As such, all players may use the military
equipment packs in the QuickStart guide.
With regards to more mundane items, you
should encourage all your players to take
some items that they may not think of as
strictly useful for the adventure. These
could be items such as a necklace given to
the hero by her mother, a novel which the
hero is in the middle of reading, or a pack
of the hero’s favorite flavored bubble gum.

Some such items have been included in the
equipment packs (under mundane), feel
free to let them have other items of their
own devising. Including such items helps
develop the character of the hero. Also,
more specifically to this adventure, it will
give them something to trade with the
tribes in part 2.
Once you have your group of heroes
assembled it is time to jump right into the
action…

1. In the Belly of a CH-53 Somewhere
over the Amazon...
The endless green sea of the Amazon rain forest whips by
underneath you, seemingly only inches from the helicopter’s
landing skids. The CH-53 slides along hugging the canopy and
trying its best to avoid detection from both above and below.
Your nerves jangle with anticipation of the forthcoming mission
for REDEMPTION. It will be your first for the international
secret agency, not only as a team but also individually. You
are all experts in your field, which is why REDEMPTION have
hand-picked you for this mission. Not that you know what
the mission is yet. You are only twenty minutes or so from the
drop and still your handler, Walter Dewalt, has not spilled the
beans. Maybe you can work something out by who they have
chosen to be on the team with you…
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Say Hello
Having the heroes cooped up in a helicopter
is the perfect chance for them to get to know
each other. Get each player to give at least
a physical description of their hero. If they
are so inclined, they can take the role-play
further, crack out some cards, perhaps tell
a story from their past. If any of them
recognize each other now is the
time for them to renew
that acquaintance, or
air that grievance.

Walter Dewalt

All the while they are
watched over by their
dour handler, Walter
Dewalt. Walter is a typical midwestern sort, wearing a John Deere
cap with his black military fatigues
and chewing tobacco which he
occasionally spits into a corner of the
helicopter. Quite a pile of the sticky,
brown mush has accumulated over the
journey. If any of the players try and
engage him in conversation, he will
reply curtly and as briefly as possible.
He will not give anything away about
the mission, saying only “wait until the
briefing.” For reasons unknown he is
entirely convinced all the heroes are
“hippies” and that they
are entirely unsuited
to the mission.
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The Briefing
When When When things need moving
along Walter will begin the briefing:
Walter pulls a laptop out of his rucksack,
opens it and presses the “on” button.
Whilst the laptop churns its way through
the boot screen he explains: “You may or
may not have heard of Grayson McGuire.
For those of you that haven’t, he is an
investigative reporter. He traveled out
to this part of the world three weeks
ago. Since then, he and his team, twelve
folks all told, have been digging around
looking for something. We don’t know
what, but we suspect it has to do with
Scul International. Scul are a corporation
of questionable morals who have several
interests in this region, and several local
politicians in their pocket. Three days ago,
McGuire’s employers received a call from
him, this is a recording…”
Walter hits a button on the laptop, and
a crackly, partially indecipherable voice
rises in and out of a wall of static: “gotta
help us! [hissing] can you hear me? [more
hissing] Man, we’re done for! We can’t do
nothing! [hiss, hiss] Send a priest, man!
They’re all ghosts! [yet more hissing] We
never shoulda come here, this shaman
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dude is gonna get his revenge!” At that
the call cuts sharply off.
“And now you know as much as me,”
Walter shrugs. “If you ask me, this whole
mission is a waste of time and resources.
But they didn’t ask me, so here we are. In-”
he looks at his watch “- three minutes, we
will be at the point that McGuire was last
known to be, from where he made that
call. You have ten hours to find out what
happened to him. If Scul are involved, find
out why. Collect any evidence you can.”
Walter takes a map, circles a point and
hands it to the nearest agent. “At 1800hrs
exactly, I will be at that point: Morro de
Jumari. If you want extracting, I suggest
you are too.”
Walter truly does not know anything
else, and so can give the players no more
information. If they ask about the ghosts,
in anything except the most skeptical
terms, this will only confirm the fact in his
eyes that they are hippies. At the slightest
provocation he will accuse them of being
“whacked up on crazy juice.”
The helicopter drops down into a small
clearing, hovering three feet off the ground,
and the heroes jump out.

2. Meet & G r eet Kambaruka Style
The clearing into which the heroes are
dropped is fifty feet or so in diameter. A
narrow track, no more than foot trodden
earth, runs through the middle, disappearing
into the shadowy jungle on either side. Tall
trees jut up into the sky all around and on
the edges of the clearing, where the sunlight
reaches, thick undergrowth prohibits seeing
very far.

Investigating the Clearing
If the heroes decide to hunt around the
clearing for signs of McGuire and his party
(or anyone else) have them make a DC8
Intelligence (Investigation) check. If they
are successful, they find footprints in the
dirt, western style sneakers and hiking
boots, heading towards the south. They also
find a cigarette packet – Marlboro Menthol.
If they get 15 or more on the check, then
they also find another footprint, some way
away from the track, almost at the edge of
the clearing. This is a military style boot,
from its positioning (behind a bush), it seems
as though the person wearing the boot may
have been covertly watching the track.

In the Jungle
If any of the heroes specifically look into
the jungle, either from within the clearing
or by actually going beyond the perimeter
bushes, then have them make a Wisdom
(Perception) check. The DC is 14 if they are in
the clearing or 10 if they are in the Jungle. On
a success they see about a dozen indigenous
tribespeople approaching, these are the
Kambaruka tribe. If they fail the check, or

do not look that way at all, then the first
they know of the Kambaruka is when they
emerge, arrows nocked, from the jungle.

The Kambaruka
There are 12 tribespeople, both men and
women. They are all armed with short bows
and gaily fletched arrows. Most of them
are in indigenous dress: bright beaded loin
cloths, headdresses of exotic feathers and
what looks like dyed yarn tied around their
arms and legs, hanging in tassels. There is
one young man in jeans, and a fierce looking
woman with a monobrow is wearing a
Mötorhead t-shirt.
Most of the tribe will hang back and let two
women, Maira and Valentina, do the talking
and decision making.
Maira looks to be very old, with a deeplined face and an almost toothless (though
very cheeky) grin. She is the tribe’s shaman
and wields authority second only to the
chief, who being her son always does what
he is told, like a good boy. The chief is not
present and so Maira is taking charge of the
situation. She only speaks Kambaruka, a
language only known in this specific part of
the Amazon, and so has to talk through her
granddaughter, Valentina.
Valentina speaks passable Portuguese. If
no one in the party speaks Portuguese then
she also speaks another language known
to them, though not very well. Valentina
looks to be about 11 or 12, but seems to be
very happy to boss the other tribe members
around and acts as a kind of second-incommand to her grandmother.
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Negotiations
Despite going in with arrows raised, the
Kambaruka are a peace-loving people. As
long as the party are not openly hostile,
they will not fire. If the party are openly
hostile, the Kambaruka will spend two or
three combat rounds shooting at them from
the cover of the bushes (use Tribal Ancient
Warrior stats, with the spear’s ranged attack
as a stand in for the short bows) before
disappearing into the jungle. However, this
will mean the heroes lose the option of
learning what is going on before moving on
to the next section, so only resort to combat
if they really leave you no other option.
If the heroes spotted the Kambaruka as
they were approaching, then Maira is
impressed and will tell them so. The heroes
get advantage on all rolls they make in
negotiations.
Maira will take a shine to a particular item
one of the heroes is carrying. Through
Valentina, she heavily hints that if the
heroes make her a gift of this item she will
be more talkative. Valentina tells them her
grandmother is garnering quite a collection
of trinkets from westerners passing through
their lands including an HDTV and a sizable
bitcoin portfolio. Additional gifts will be
accepted, the tribe will be especially pleased
with practical items that they can’t readily
acquire or approximate themselves. If for
some reason the heroes do not give any

gifts, then the Kambaruka will leave without
imparting any additional information.
If gifts are given, then Maira will be only
too happy to reveal that yes, a party of
westerners matching the description of
the reporters went by this very spot only
two days ago. They headed south into the
“Dreadlands”.
If asked, Maira will gladly expand on the
legends of the Dreadlands. They were once
the lands of a rival tribe, who were known for
their ferocity and aggression. The tribe was
led by a shaman named Zapenaki, who was
rumored to dabble in black magic. Zapenaki
and a lot of his tribe were killed in a tribal
war almost fifty years ago. Maira herself
saw the body of the dreaded shaman. And
yet in the past five or six years the tribe has
returned; it is said they are ghosts led by the
spirit of Zapenaki himself. The Kambaruka
never go in to the Dreadlands now.
If Valentina is pleased with the gifts the
party gave to the tribe, then right off the
bat she will tell the party that as well as the
ghosts, which she has seen with her very
own eyes, she has heard the growling of
gigantic beasts, towards Morro de Jumari
(coincidentally the same place from which
the heroes are due to be extracted).
Should the heroes ask for a guide to take
them on, Valentina will volunteer. However,
Maira will not be keen on the idea, and it
will take a plausible assurance of her safety,
more gifts and a successful DC10 Charisma
(Persuasion) check to get her to agree.
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3. G r ayson and the G h ost Shaman
If Valentina is guiding the heroes she will
skip along ahead, her worries about the
ghost tribe apparently allayed by the chance
to chew their ears off and practice her
Portuguese/Spanish/English/Whatever. As
soon as the young girl is out of sight of her
grandmother, she pops some coca leaves
in her mouth and continually chews them.
This necessitates talking out the side of her
mouth. To be fair, this doesn’t seem to slow
her down much. When she has something
important to say, Valentina will spit out
a wodge of the leaves in a manner eerily
reminiscent of Walter Dewalt.
If the heroes are guiding themselves, then

they do not have such an easy time of things.
The path is unclear in places and more than
once they find themselves at a tangled dead
end. Pick one hero at random and have them
make a DC10 Wisdom (Survival) check. On
a success, they recognize a plant they are
about to brush up against as a Devil’s Thorn
bush. The Devil’s Thorn has long vicious
barbs which ooze a nasty toxin. If they fail,
they only notice the brutish vegetation
when they are painfully impaled upon it.
They take a d4 poison damage and must
succeed on a DC12 Constitution Saving
Throw or be subject to the Sick condition for
the next hour (for the rest of this section).

The Reporters' Bodies3

If Valentina is with the group, she is shocked
into silence for the first time since the
journey began.

You emerge from a particularly dark part
of the jungle, on to a rocky ridge where
little vegetation grows. A grisly sight meets
you. Strung out along the road are the
remains of Grayson McGuire’s party. Eleven
bodies are lying where they have evidently
fallen, tangled among the cameras, sound
equipment and other gear they had been
carrying.
Grayson himself is nearest to you, a deep
wound across his neck, black blood pooled
under his body. Flies crawling over his pale
flesh. Other members of his team, along
with their native guides lie in similarly
contorted positions. Grievous wounds are
all too evident on all of them..
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The heroes may search through the bodies
and effects. If they do, have them make a
DC10 Intelligence (Investigation) check. If
they succeed, they notice that the wounds
are consistent with tribal weapons, arrows
or maybe small spears. Though no sign of
the projectiles remains.
If they beat DC16, then in addition, they find
a military style boot print which does not
match any of the footwear the reporters or
guides are wearing. However, it does match
the one back at the original clearing.

Sophia Piccolo
As the heroes look through the debris one
of them (the one with the highest passive
Perception) hears a whimper coming from

behind a large rock. Upon investigation they
find a dirty and bloodied woman, Sophia
Piccolo. Sophia was a sound-recordist with
the team. She has a nasty wound on her
arm. If any of the heroes have any bandages
or a first aid kit, they can make a DC8
Intelligence (Medicine) check to effectively

patch it up (success or failure will have an
effect later).
Sophia is clearly terrified and is babbling
about being attacked by ghosts. Before she
can be properly calmed down or made to
elaborate, an arrow flies out the jungle and
lands next to the hero’s foot.

Attack!
All the heroes should make a DC10
Wisdom (Perception) check. Any that are
successful see the arrow as it leaves the
dingy jungle or catch sight of movement
in the undergrowth. Those that fail are
initially unaware of their assailants
and are Surprised for the first round
of combat.
A group of what appear to be faintly
glowing indigenous tribal warriors
appear on the edge of the jungle and
start firing at the heroes. They consist of
Zapenaki (see below) and a number of Tribal
Hunters (Archer Variant) equal to the number
of heroes. They are led by the shaman
Zapenaki, who is wearing a intimidating
wooden mask, which looks like a cliched
prop from a hollywood movie. A successful
DC15 Social Sciences (Intelligence) check
will reveal the mask has nothing to do with
indigenous Amazonian culture. He wields a
large machete.
At the sight of the ‘ghosts’ Valentina gives
an ear-splitting scream and runs off in the
opposite direction.
The tribespeople will hold back and make
the most of the cover the bushes provide
(half cover), but when anyone approaches
Zapenaki will run at them and use his
Bullrush ability.
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Zapenaki
Medium human
Defense
Hit Points
Speed
Armour

STR
DEX
CON

14 (+ 2 )
12 (+ 1 )
14 (+ 2 )

13
26 (4d8 + 8)
30ft
-

INT
WIS
CHA

10 (+ 0 )
12 (+ 1 )
12 (+ 1 )

Skills: Perception +3,

Stealth +5, Survival +6
Senses: passive Perception 13

Challenge 1/4 (50 XP)
Equipment: Machete
Bullrush: The description of Bullrush

should be changed to “If Zapenaki
moves moves at least 10 feet straight
toward a target and then hits it with
an attack on the same turn, the target
must succeed on a DC 12 Strength
saving throw or be knocked prone.

Actions:
Machete . Melee Weapon Attack: +5
to hit, PV: 1, reach 5 ft., one target.
Hit: 5 (1d6 + 2) slashing damage.

After the combat, if any of the Ancient
Warriors or Zapenaki were taken out of action
the heroes can examine them. In the clear
light of day, it doesn’t take Sherlock Holmes
to see that they are no more ghosts than they
are indigenous. They are all clearly Europeans
dressed up in feathers and beads and daubed
with some kind of phosphorescent paint.
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Map 1: Jungle Encounter

Indeed, one of them even has his wallet on
him, with a German driving license in the name
of Klaus Mettertopp and a staff canteen card
for Scul International. ‘Zapenaki’ is actually
Gunter von Schnitzel, an Austrian national.
If the heroes have the foresight to do nonlethal damage to any of their opponents, then
it only requires a DC8 Charisma (Intimidation)
check for the cowardly mercenaries to spill the
beans. They were a wandering band, soldiers
of fortune, who had been traveling South
America for who knows how long, making
ridiculous amounts of money doing dubious
work for all kinds of unscrupulous people.
Unfortunately, they had a knack of spending
ridiculous amounts of money as soon as each
job was over, so they never managed to get
back home.
A couple of years ago Scul International
offered them a job that seemed too easy for
the money. All they had to do was dress up
as an Amazonian tribe, paint themselves up
to look like ghosts and scare everyone away
from this area. Scul International have few,
if any, scruples and will do what they have
to to maximize profits. They are mining gold
nearby, completely ignoring the fact this is
designated indigenous land, Their treatment
of local workers, and the environment, is
abysmal. The money they have been paying
the mercenaries is peanuts compared to the
profits they are raking in.

Alternative Option
If you have any players who may not be
comfortable fighting what appear to be a
real indigenous tribe, you can instead have
the reporters be killed by traps set up by Scul
International.
The traps should be of a high technological
level, so that the local tribespeople
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might reasonably suppose them to be
‘ghosts’. Examples of traps could be trip
wire activated poison-gas, mines, hidden
speakers giving out ghostly noises and
projections of spectral figures.
Having found the bodies of the reporters,
which have succumbed to the traps, they
must work out what has happened and
deactivate the mechanisms to make them
safe. A successful DC10 Perception (Wisdom)
check will allow them to spot the traps
before they set them off, they will need a
successful DC10 Security (Intelligence) check
to deactivate them.
If they succeed on a DC12 Investigation
(Intelligence) check they will recognize
the electronics used as coming from a Scul
International workshop, nasty contraptions
that comply with very few international
laws.
If they set a poison-gas trap off it will do d6
Poison damage to everyone within 30ft. A
mine will do 2d6 explosive damage to the
person stepping on it, if they survive they
will have half movement for the rest of the
adventure.
Sophia will be found as above. She is the
only member of Grayson’s team to have
survived wandering into the booby-trapped
area.

Video Evidence
After the combat Sophia has had time to calm
down. She fetches a camera and plays back
some footage for the heroes. It shows Grayson
McGuire creeping around a Scul International
open cast gold mine. The mine is in designated
indigenous territory and is being operated
illegally. There is also footage of indigenous
peoples working in appalling conditions and
large amounts of a steaming blue chemical being
poured straight into a river filled with dead fish.

4. Quick March
Now the heroes have all the evidence they
could want, all they need to do is get to the
rendezvous point on time. Piece of cake. Or
at least it would be if their guide hadn’t run
off.
After the combat the heroes might want
to rest and regain some lost hit points.
However, after looking at the map, it soon
becomes obvious that they will have time
for only one short rest, either before or after
the hike to the pick-up point, and even this
might be pushing it if anything else goes
wrong on the way.
Get the players to decide on a marching
order, remember they will also have to
factor in Sophia Piccolo.

The trek through the jungle is, to be frank,
hellish. The air is so heavy and damp it
feels like you are breathing soup. To go 50
yards forward often involves walking 300
yards at all the angles Euclid could come
up with. Everything seems to be working
against you, from vast thickets of bamboo
or unexpected, but surprisingly vigorous,
streams blocking your way; to monkeys
throwing rotten fruit at you; to literally
unimaginable numbers of mosquitoes biting
every inch of exposed flesh.
Mind you, it does keep your mind focused. If
you don’t get to the pick-up point in the next
three hours you will be spending the rest of
your lives in this place.

Snakes Alive!
Randomly pick one of the heroes. This hero
stumbles upon a bright green snake. They
should make a DC12 (Wisdom) Perception
check. If they succeed, they see the snake
just in the nick of time, it quickly slithers off
into the undergrowth. If they fail, they do
not see the snake until they stand on it, it
bites them dealing d4 Poison damage.

In It Up To Their Armpits
Whoever is first in the marching order
should make a DC10 Wisdom (Survival)
check. If they succeed, they see a patch of
boggy ground ahead and think it might be
best to go around. If they fail, the first thing
they know is they are armpit deep in the
thick sticky mud. One of the other heroes
must help them out (only one can get close
enough, unless they have a rope). The
helping hero makes a Strength (Athletics)
check. The DC is dependent on the Strength
of the stuck hero.

Stuck Hero's
Strength

DC

Up to 7
8-9
10-11
12-13
14+

14
12
10
8
6
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If the check is successful, then the hero is
removed from the mud pretty quickly and
without too much fuss. If the check is failed,
then whilst the hero still gets out eventually,
it takes a long time (this will become
important in the next section) and the stuck
hero loses one random piece of gear to the
quagmire.

Sophia's Wounds
If Sophia Piccolo's wounds have been
adequately seen to by this point, then all
is well, move straight on to the next trial.
If, however, the heroes have been remiss in
this aspect then Sophia starts to struggle.
The heroes are setting quite a pace and she
is struggling to keep up, especially with the
still gaping wound on her arm. If someone is
walking close by, they will probably see her
go pale, before she faints and collapses.
The heroes have two options. Unless they
are callous enough to leave her festering
in the jungle, one of them is going to have
to carry her. She isn’t heavy, anyone with
Strength 8 or above can manage it. But
it will slow the party down and will be hard
work for whoever is doing the carrying. Both
of these will become important later.

A Long, Hard Slog
It is hard work trekking through the jungle,
even for the fittest of heroes. All heroes
should take a DC10 Constitution saving
throw. If a hero is carrying Sophia, then they
do so at Disadvantage. Any hero that fails
gains 1 level of exhaustion. If more than half
the heroes fail, then the party has to set a
slow pace and are going to struggle to get
to the rendezvous point on time.
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We G otta G e t Out Of This Place
Exactly what the heroes find when they
reach the rendezvous point depends on
whether they are early, on time or late.
If the heroes have not taken a Short Rest,
then they are early.
If the heroes did take a short rest and were
slowed by only one or less of the following,
they are on time.

• Failing the check to quickly free the hero
from the mud.

• Having to carry Sophia Piccolo.
• More than half the heroes failing the
Constitution Save on the march.

If the heroes were slowed by two or more of
the above, then they are late.

Morro de Jumari
As the heroes reach the rendezvous
point, it becomes clear the space is wide
open and suitable for getting a helicopter
into precisely because it is part of Scul
International’s mine. It is a man-made
clearing atop a small hill (Morro de Jumari).
The remains of bulldozed trees lie scattered
around the periphery, at least affording
some cover as the heroes get closer.
The whole area has been fenced off by a
chain link fence adorned with signs reading
“Private Property – Keep Out!”. There is one
gate in the fence, locked with a padlock.
There is a small portacabin inside the fence.
Two clusters of oil drums might provide
some cover for the heroes once they are
inside the compound.

Timekeeping
If the heroes are early, then there is no sign
of anyone and they can attempt to get
into the compound unseen. A successful
DC8 Intelligence (Security) check will pick
the lock, but they will need to also make a
successful DC8 Dexterity (Stealth) check
to do so without alerting the Scul goons in
the portacabin. If any of the heroes have any
equipment to cut the fence they can do so,
but must be successful on a DC12 Dexterity
(Stealth) check to avoid detection. If the
heroes choose to climb the fence, they must
each make a successful DC12 Dexterity
(Stealth) check in turn.
If the heroes are on time, then just as they
reach the clearing the helicopter comes into
view and alerts the Scul goons. If the heroes
are late, then the helicopter is already
hovering over the clearing and the goons
are milling around wondering what is going
on and taking pot shots at it. In either case
sneaking up is impossible.

The Final Countdown
If the heroes are early, combat begins as
soon as one of them fails a Stealth check. If
none fail, then combat begins when they are
all in the compound and all the goons start
Surprised. If the heroes are on time or late,
combat begins with them on the wrong side
of the fence. As soon as combat begins, if
it is not already, the helicopter comes into

view over the trees and is hovering over the
center of the clearing by the end of the first
round.
There are three goons in the clearing (four
if there are six heroes.) They are armed with
pistols (1d10, ballistic, Range: 100/200,
Rounds: 6, Reload: Action, PV: 2, Loud.)
If the heroes are early or on time, they
begin by the portacabin. If the heroes are
late, then the goons are in the center of
the compound, below the helicopter. In
addition, there is another goon heading
towards the compound armed with a
shotgun (2d6, ballistic, range: 200/400,
rounds 9, Reload: Action, PV:3, Loud,
Shot, Two-Handed.)
The goons do not deem Sophia Piccolo a
threat and so will not target her unless they
have no other options. If they do, use the
civilian stat block for her.
When a hero is directly below the helicopter,
they can spend an action to climb up the rope
which has been lowered from it. They must
make a successful DC8 Strength (Athletics)
check to do so. Once in the helicopter,
they can still make ranged attacks against
the goons below. Sophia has an Athletics
modifier of 0. If Sophia is unconscious,
then a hero can climb the rope holding her
(a DC14 Strength (Athletics) check) or
they can tie her to the rope (automatically
successful but no more heroes will be able
to climb the rope until the end of the next
combat round.)
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Map 2: Evacuation Zone
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Victory!
Once all the heroes and Sophie are aboard the helicopter,
it speeds off over the jungle to safety. As they pass over a
clearing they see Valentina and several other members of
her tribe. They have obviously realized the tangible nature
of the threat and are taking action. The tribe is surrounding
an SUV bearing a Skul International logo, shaking it violently
from side to side. Two more SUVs already lie toppled, one
with black smoke billowing from it. The fight to take back
their land is underway.
The heroes have done it! Pats on the back all round.
REDEMPTION has all the proof needed to show exactly
what Scul International have been up to in the jungle. Of
course, it will probably take years to go through the courts
and no doubt some money will change hands and no one at
Scul will ever do time. But for now at least, their operations
here will be shut down. The indigenous people will never let
them carry on mining. Better yet, the team have proved
themselves: now they truly can call themselves heroes. Who
knows what other adventures await them? One thing is for
sure, the Good Guys just got some reinforcements.

Further Reading
The Kambaruka are a fictitious tribe of Indigenous Brazilian
people who live in the Amazon. They are based on real
peoples, such as the Yanomami, Tikuna and Tupinambá. For
more information on their cultures you can visit the following
websites:
• https://wwf.panda.org/discover/knowledge_hub/where_
we_work/amazon/about_the_amazon/people_amazon/
• https://www.survivalinternational.org/about/
amazontribes
• https://www.twinkl.co.uk/teaching-wiki/amazonrainforest-tribes
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Ready for More Adventure?
Use the Quickstart Guide to create your own adventures for REDEMPTION
agents or for any other modern adventure you can imagine!
Escape from Zombies on a tropical Island
Stop a terrorist plot to poison Hollywood
Plan an elaborate heist
Intercept a spy on foreign soil
Go undercover in a street gang
Unravel an ancient conspiracy

Kick into High Gear!
You can find the full line of Everyday Heroes products at your friendly local
gaming store. Just ask the friendly clerk to lead you to the goods.
The Everyday Heroes™ Core Rules are ready to bust loose and bring modern action to all.
•
•
•
•

18+ Classes
100+ Feats
50+ Backgrounds and Professions
150+ NPCs

•
•
•
•

Exciting Chase Rules
Easy Wealth Mechanics
Modern Combat Rules
Extensive Optional Systems

Do You Like Movies?
Evil Genius Productions LOVES movies!
Look out for our Cinematic Adventures™ - A series of Adventures and Supplements based on legends
of action cinema. These are officially licensed products that let you step into the world of the film!

Modern Gaming for a Modern Game
Evil Genius Productions is partnering with Roll20 to bring Everyday Heroes™ and Cinematic Adventures™
to their amazing platform. Adventures will be launching here first! It’s the fastest way to get into the action!
We are also partnering with Syrinscape to create immersive music and sound to bring your
Everyday Heroes™ adventures to life.
Last, but not least, Everyday Heroes™ is coming to Foundry VTT,
the newest player in virtual tabletop gaming.
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2023 PRODUCT RELEASES
Everyday Heroes™
CORE RULEBOOK
inspired by d20 Modern
made for 5e
This 400+ page hardbound book
will give you all you need to run
modern - day adventures.

the 2023 season pass of adventure™
BUY all of the Cinematic Adventures™ built on top of the
Everyday Heroes™ rule system.

COPYRIGHT/TRADEMARK NOTICES: HIGHLANDER ™ & © 1986, 2022 Studiocanal S.A.S., ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK ™ & © 1981, 2022
Studiocanal S.A.S., UNIVERSAL SOLDIER ™ & © 1992, 2022 Studiocanal S.A.S., TOTAL RECALL ™ & © 1990, 2022 Studiocanal S.A.S., FIRST
BLOOD ™ & © 1982, 2022 Studiocanal S.A.S., RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD PART II ™ & © 1985, 2022 Studiocanal S.A.S., RAMBO III ™ & © 1988, 2022
Studiocanal S.A.S., THE CROW ©2022, Crowvision, Inc. PACIFIC RIM™& © 2022 Legendary. KONG SKULL ISLAND and all related characters and
elements © &TM Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s16). All Rights Reserved.

Appendix
OGL
OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the
Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the
Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the
copyright and/or trademark owners who have
contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative
Material” means copyrighted material including
derivative works and translations (including
into other computer languages), potation,
modification, correction, addition, extension,
upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment
or other form in which an existing work may be
recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute”
means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell,
broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise
distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means
the game mechanic and includes the methods,
procedures, processes and routines to the extent
such content does not embody the Product Identity
and is an enhancement over the prior art and any
additional content clearly identified as Open Game
Content by the Contributor, and means any work
covered by this License, including translations
and derivative works under copyright law, but
specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product
Identity” means product and product line names,
logos and identifying marks including trade dress;
artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines,
plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents,
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions,
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes
and graphic, photographic and other visual or
audio representations; names and descriptions of
characters, spells, enchantments, personalities,
teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities;
places, locations, environments, creatures,
equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or
effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any
other trademark or registered trademark clearly
identified as Product identity by the owner of the
Product Identity, and which specifically excludes
the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means
the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that
are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its
products or the associated products contributed
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to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g)
“Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute,
copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise
create Derivative Material of Open Game Content.
(h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of
this agreement. Not for resale. Permission granted
to print or photocopy this document for personal
use only.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open
Game Content that contains a notice indicating that
the Open Game Content may only be Used under
and in terms of this License. You must affix such a
notice to any Open Game Content that you Use.
No terms may be added to or subtracted from this
License except as described by the License itself.
No other terms or conditions may be applied to any
Open Game Content distributed using this License.
3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game
Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms
of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for
agreeing to use this License, the Contributors
grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free,
non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this
License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You
are contributing original material as Open Game
Content, You represent that Your Contributions are
Your original creation and/or You have sufficient
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update
the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to
include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE
of any Open Game Content You are copying,
modifying or distributing, and You must add the
title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s
name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original
Open Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use
any Product Identity, including as an indication as
to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in
another, independent Agreement with the owner
of each element of that Product Identity. You agree
not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability
with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in
conjunction with a work containing Open Game
Content except as expressly licensed in another,

independent Agreement with the owner of such
Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of
any Product Identity in Open Game Content does
not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that
Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights,
title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game
Content You must clearly indicate which portions of
the work that you are distributing are Open Game
Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated
Agents may publish updated versions of this
License. You may use any authorized version of this
License to copy, modify and distribute any Open
Game Content originally distributed under any
version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy
of this License with every copy of the Open Game
Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market
or advertise the Open Game Content using the
name of any Contributor unless You have written
permission from the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to
comply with any of the terms of this License with
respect to some or all of the Open Game Content
due to statute, judicial order, or governmental
regulation then You may not Use any Open Game
Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with all terms
herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of
becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall
survive the termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is
held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be
reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable.

OGL Section 15 Information
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License c 1.0a Copyright 2000,
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
Everyday Heroes™ 1.0 Copyright 2022, Evil
Genius Productions; Authors: Sigfried Trent,
Chris “Goober” Ramsley, D. Todd Scott
System Reference Document 5.0 Copyright
2016, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors: Mike
Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney
Thompson, Peter Lee, James Wyatt, Robert
J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris Sims, and
Steve Townshend, based on original material
by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson
Evil Genius Productions Product Identity
Everyday Heroes™, Cinematic Adventures™,
Season Pass of Adventure™
Other Material Excluded from the Open
Gaming License
All real-world product names, businesses,
places, and persons are excluded.
All trademarks held or used by
any company are excluded.
All fictional character names, descriptions,
stories, and likenesses are excluded.
All artwork, maps, graphic elements,
design, and layout style are excluded.
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FOLLOW US ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA FOR
MORE CONTENT!

HERO ID front

EVERYDAY

Name

HEROES™

PLAYER name

Class

archetype

background

Profession

Level

Wealth

speed

languages:

STRENGTH

save

DEXTERITY

CONSTITUTION

INTELLIGENCE

WISDOM

CHARISMA

Acrobatics

dex

Arts and Crafts

wis

Athletics

str

Computers

int

Deception

cha

Vehicles

dex

Endurance

con

Insight

wis

Intimidation

cha

Investigation

int

Mechanics

int

Medicine

int

Natural Sciences

int

Perception

wis

Performance

cha

Persuasion

cha

Security

int

Sleight of Hand

dex

Social Sciences

int

Stealth

dex

Streetwise

wis

Survival

wis

Proficiency

shortcut TALENTS & feats

Max HP

Hit Dice

Proficiency
Bonus

Genius

CURRENT HP

Death saves

Temp
HP

Success
Fail

Total DMG

Defense

Focus

Initiative

Influence

Passive
Perception

Inspiration

Equipment Proficiences
Basic
Advanced

Historical

Improvised

Military

Weapon:

Range

Properties

Reload

Expertise

PV

Attack
Damage
Bonus & Damage Type

PV

Attack
Damage
Bonus & Damage Type

PV

Attack
Damage
Bonus & Damage Type

Rounds

Weapon:

Range

Properties

Reload
Rounds

Weapon:

Range

Properties

Reload
Rounds

Armor:

Armor Value

Properties

VEHICLE:

Top Spd

AV

Properties

Body DMG
Loss of control
Loss of Power

Blown Tires
Totaled

STR

DEX

CON

TALENTS & feats

Plans & Tricks

Carried equipment

EVERYDAY HEROES™

bulk

persona

HERO ID back
Motivations

Attachments

Beliefs

Ancestry
Quirks
Virtues
Flaws
Role

Biography

name
weight

skin

height

eyes

hair

age

marital status
prefered pronouns

Notes

EVERYDAY HEROES™
EVERYDAY HEROES

place name:
Place lvl

price lvl

notes

stored equipment

bulk

Location

place name:
Place lvl

price lvl

notes

stored equipment

Location

EVERYDAY HEROES™

bulk

Vehicle

Str

Vehicle
Pax

Top Speed

Price Level

Damage Levels: BODY

Con

Blown Tires

POWER

Vehicle Conditions
BLOWN TIRES

• Crash Check, +2 levels of Loss of Control and
Loss of Power
TOTALED

• Cannot move under its own power
• Cannot be controlled
• If moving, the vehicle crashes and comes
to a full stop

Body Damage

Level
1

3

Vehicle Damage
STEPS TO DETERMINE DAMAGE

• The source of damage must have a PV higher
than the vehicle’s AV.
• Make a Vehicle Damage saving throw
• Success = Roll location for damage
• Failure = Vehicle totaled

Effect

1

-2 on Vehicle’s Strength modifier

2

Disadvantage on rolls using vehicle’s
Strength modifier
Vehicle has no power, slowing one
speed category each round. Vehicle
risks a crash

3

Loss of Control

Level
Crashes
CRASH CHECK

• Dexterity (Vehicles) check + Vehicle’s
Dexterity Modifier
CRASH DC

• Conditions DC + Speed Modifier

Effect

1

-2 on Vehicle’s Dexterity modifier

2

Disadvantage on rolls using vehicle’s
Dexterity modifier
Vehicle risks a crash at the start of its
driver’s turn
Vehicle Dexterity modifier cannot be
higher than 0

3

EVERYDAY HEROES™

Effect
-2 on Vehicle damage saving throw
Disadvantage on vehicle damage
saving throw
The vehicle is Totaled

2

Loss Of Power

Level

Av

Properties

CONTROL

Notes

Dex

VEHICLE DAMAGE SAVING THROW

D20 + Vehicle’s Constitution modifier
Vehicle Damage (roll 1d6)

Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6

Part
Damaged
Cargo
Body
Control
Power
Tire
Passenger

Effect
Random cargo hit
+1 level Body Damage
+1 level Loss of Control
+1 level Loss of Power
Blown Tires
Random passenger hit

